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thoughts from the third year

introduction

During her conversation at the 2010 Brand New Conference, Paula Scher—a
judge in the 2011 Brand New Awards—quipped: Do something, or fake your way
through something, three times, and you are an expert. Here we are then, in our
6

third year running the Brand New Awards, as (un)official experts in balancing,
expediting, and improving the delicate affair that is an annual design competition.
To be honest, we strongly believe we are experts now. Mostly because of achieving
a simple, high standard that we’ve set for ourselves: To not screw it up. And, other
than a sudden increase in the temperature of the room that had us all sweating
during the last hour of judging, it seems we didn’t screw anything up. A significant
achievement when you have 714 submissions to go through, an increase of 19%
over last year’s 598.
Submissions came in from all over the world, with entries from the U.S. accounting
for just slightly more than half of them at 56%—a ratio maintained in the 75 winners included in this book, with half of the winners being from the U.S. at a count
of 38. The UK (8), Australia (7), and Peru and Canada (4 each) took the most wins
home. Every year we make a note (or a big deal) of the amount of our international
entrants because we do see it as a point of pride that this competition attracts a
truly global audience, giving us a peek at the state of logo and identity design
across multiple countries while providing our predominantly American judging panel
with points of contrast to what they are used to seeing.

Speaking of our judges, it was once again exciting to see the interaction between
designers and clients and how, despite initial concerns of their contribution to the
process, the clients end up having some of the strongest opinions about the work.
“To see so much brand work in the same medium (11-by-17-inch, 20-pound, white
paper) and all in one place side by side” says Greg Benson, “demands an almost
supernormal ability to decipher what is just more of the same and what truly stands
out as original and good.” But that didn’t stop him from knowing what he liked, or
didn’t like: “I don’t particularly like frill or flare in anything. I was drawn to projects
that conveyed a clear message and that did it in a way that felt pure and pared
down to only what was needed. I especially liked projects that made me both think
and smile.” Karin Fong looked for “Work that has an idea that is specific to the
product or service and the story that is being expressed” while Rick Valicenti sought
projects where designers “Made their work masterfully compelling”, noting that
“Today, design is easy.” Joe Duffy expressed that, to him, “it isn’t merely a beauty
contest and I applaud Armin and Bryony for inviting clients into the judging process.
Every design show should do the same.” (We prefer they don’t, as this is one of the
twists that makes the Brand New Awards unique).
Not everything was a bed of roses as this year, more than the previous two, it felt
like there was a lot of good, decent work but little that presented something truly
innovative. Valicenti suggests that “Designers prefer to design nostalgia rather than
our time”, realizing “how comfortable it was to see work that was so familiar and
easy to process” for him, but also how a lot of work “was void of a deep resonance
of human presence and soul.” Fong added that “the overall quality of the work was
decent, but started to blend together” and Duffy considered that “the low percentage of really good design work entered is an indictment of the design business.”
Consider this paragraph a dare to make better work. (And to enter it).
As usual, the results speak for themselves and the winning projects included in this
book are all exemplary in their own way: some are graphically stunning, others
are narratively engrossing, yet they all share in common an acute sense of appropriateness and relevance to the client and their brief. “What we chose as a group,”
concludes Benson “represented success and was an achievement by the designers
and the clients to convey a brand identity and to do it well.” Indeed. Another year,
another hard-fought win for all those included.
Congratulations to the winners and many thanks to all who entered.
Bryony Gomez-Palacio + Armin Vit
Principals, UnderConsideration
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designers & clients

Unlike most design awards that are
judged solely by designers, the
Brand New Awards judging panel
comprises five individuals: Three

judges

designers and two clients, the latter
invited by two of the designers.
This combination places emphasis
on concept and execution with an
increased level of scrutiny toward
strategy and business.

founder and co-owner, loll designs

greg benson 
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client of duffy & partners

Greg is currently founder and co-owner of Loll Designs, a sustainable outdoor
furniture brand that is high in design, low in impact on the environment, and
socially responsible. Benson is also part owner of Epicurean Cutting Surfaces,
a cutting board line sold in 5,000 retail stores and distributed to more than
50 countries. The company grew out of a desire to put skate park manufacturer
TrueRide’s scraps to good use. (TrueRide was originally owned by Benson, his
brother Dave, and Tony Ciardelli and was sold in 2007 after 10 years and more
than 450 skate parks). Loll Designs also originated from this mindset of using
materials economically and ecologically. Benson’s interest in Loll Designs, however, doesn’t just end there.
Passionate about design, Benson’s initial sketches often become fully realized designs. Two of Benson’s
designs, the Cabrio Lounge Chair (2009) and Pliny the Lounger (2011), were honored with Good Design
Awards by the Chicago Athenaeum. In his free time Benson experiences the joys and tribulations of raising
three young children with his wife of 12 years.

principal and creative director, duffy & partners

joe duffy

Joe’s work includes brand and corporate identity development for some of the
world’s most admired brands, from Aveda to Coca-Cola to Sony to Jack in the Box
to Susan G. Komen for the Cure, and most recently from Bacardi to Hallmark to
Fisher-Price Toys to Qatar Foundation. His work is regularly featured in leading
marketing and design publications and exhibited around the world. In 2004
he founded Duffy & Partners as a new kind of branding and creativity company,
partnering with clients and other firms in all communication disciplines.
That same year, he received the Legacy Medal from the AIGA for a lifetime of
achievement in the field of visual communications. His first book—Brand Apart—was released in July 2005
and in 2006, he was recognized as one of the “Fast 50” most influential people in the future of business by
Fast Company. In March 2010, Joe was honored with the AIGA Fellow Award for his many years of leadership
in the design and business community.

founder, imaginary forces

karin fong

Karin, a director and designer, is a founding member of Imaginary Forces. She
began her career with a stint animating for Where in the World is Carmen San
Diego? She then found a niche in creating film and TV title sequences, earning
multiple nominations and an Emmy for main title design. Her reel includes work
for Boardwalk Empire, Charlotte’s Web, Gossip Girl, and Ray, to name a few.
Karin has also helmed spots for the likes of Herman Miller, Target, and Honda.
Her work has since extended to non-traditional mediums, including cinematics
for the Sony Playstation game God of War III and large-scale video installations
for sites as diverse as Lincoln Center, Times Square, the Wynn Las Vegas, and the LA Opera. Karin’s work has
been shown at the Cooper Hewitt National Design Museum, the Pasadena Museum of California Art, The
Wexner Center, Artists Space, The Walker Art Center, and in numerous publications about art and film.

senior vice president sales & marketing, maya romanoff

laura romanoff

client of thirst

Laura joined her uncle’s company, Maya Romanoff, in 1999 as Marketing Director
and later took on responsibilities for global sales leading to substantial growth
of the company’s sales network internationally. Laura oversees all public relations,
print, promotions, sampling, web content, and advertising, ensuring the marketing materials mirror the beauty of the company’s surfacing material. Previously
Laura served as Director of International Marketing for Tel-Ad, the largest
commercial television channel in Israel. She was responsible for developing
materials and relationships to lock in partnerships with The History Channel,
E! Entertainment Channel, Fashion, and the Cartoon Network. She learned the dynamics of shaping a powerful and flexible brand by literally writing the book on Nickelodeon’s brand. Laura currently serves on the
board of Designs for Dignity, working to make design accessible to those who need it most.

founder and design director, thirst

rick valicenti

Rick has been influencing the design discourse internationally since 1988. He is
a leading presence in design as practitioner, educator, and mentor. In 2011 he
was awarded the best in communication Design Award by the Cooper-Hewitt,
National Design Museum, an honor designated by the White House. The AIGA
honored Valicenti the Medal in 2006, the highest honor of the graphic design
profession, for his sustained contribution to design excellence and the development of the profession. He received the AIGA/Chicago Fellow in 2004, and has
been a member of AGI (Alliance Graphique Internationale) since being invited
in 1996. His work has been published in practically every major graphic design publication. A 356-page
monograph on the thirst work was published in 2005 by the Monacelli Press titled, Emotion as Promotion.
Throughout his career, Rick has publicly presented his works to over 100 audiences on six continents.
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their favorite projects

judges’ picks

laura romanoff

ippon matsu beer by ippon matsu beer

full project
on pages 13 and 41

The aesthetic of this project left me with an unusually
calm feeling. I was impressed by the confidence of
the design. It is forthright, spare, evocative… pretty
perfect. The fact that it was excellent design while
subtly communicating a beautiful idea made it that
much more of a joy to select it. Following the judging,
I showed it to several people and the universal reaction
from a second grader to a film director to a corporate
brewer was wide eyes and an almost inaudible “Wow”.

joe duffy
I guess it’s that “story” thing again and what a delightful story this identity program presents. It’s time to
have a lot more fun with casual family restaurant
chains, not to mention the need for fantastic design
like this in the category. If they decide to bring this
concept to the U.S. and the product is as good as the
design, I would want to be the first person in line to
invest. Bravo!

basic identity
application

don belisario by infinito

comprehensive
identity program
full project
on page 88

greg benson

trüf by trüf

full project
on page 50

Their identity bridged quite well the dichotomy of
what they want as designers with what the client
wants or needs from them, and they had some fun
with it too. The use of an icon that is both the “ü” in
their company name and a U-shaped magnet symbolizes struggle, attraction, alignment, relationship, and
creating order. I like the simple color palette of white,
red, and black that helps convey a message that Trüf
will help you to align the universe. They played this up
in various layouts of their “ü” icon alone, in multiple
and different colored “ü” icons representing them and
the client in a state of magnetized symmetry, and in
combinations of dots and “ü” icons in a magnetic field
of order. It made me think and it made me smile, but
most importantly it made me believe Trüf can help
align what I need as a client.

rick valicenti

nine suns by landor associates

First, I thought the idea of using punctures to make
letterforms for this particular client’s logo was clever
enough. Equally important that it was well executed—
the typography is modern and good looking, a nice
solution using the “dots” of the needles. But then a
secondary read—that the holes appear out of other
people’s business cards, gave the idea even more
meaning. The acupuncturist’s info is layered over that
of his client’s so that when you receive a card, you
also have a reminder of the person who referred him.
There was some debate that in this day and age, would
you carry one of your acupuncturist’s cards in your
wallet, to have at the ready? Well, maybe if they
were this cool, you would.

comprehensive identity
program
full project
on page 67

The designed identity for Nine Suns is brilliant and at
the same time effectively sublime. At first glance one
sees only abstract forms of lines and circles but after
a few moments one comes to discover that these
simple abstractions actually spell 9 Suns. The designer
did not end their making process with these five letterforms. Instead, they took great care to attend to every
moment where the design lived. The Nine Suns design
actually embodies the sensibilities of its designers and
the viewers are rewarded in every detail right down
to the UPC code which functions as an archer’s quiver
or the cork which has been marked with a round sun
smudge. For me this design lives among the rarified
few designs that hold a keepsake quality.

karin fong

basic identity
application

steve li by re

basic identity
application
full project
on page 44

a single pine tree

best of show

figures and
observations

714
submissions

12

75
winners

1

best of show

This self-initiated project didn’t just take Best of Show, it literally caused fawning
among the judges who kept finding aspects to laud about it as they looked at the
result and read the brief and approach. Three of the judges even wanted to make
it their own Judge’s Pick—a resolution we opposed as we felt that a single project
could only get so many laurels. Although it would have, indeed, been a testament
to how good this identity and packaging are.

judges’ comments
on best of show
more comments
on page 40

How often do we encounter design responding to the
conditions put forth in a brief with such depth and yet
so little evidence of form? How is it that a narrative
can be unfolded with such little effort. It is the work
of a master. Only a master, of any age, can do and
get minimalism just right. To do nothing just right
the designer is required to get out of the way. And,
in getting out of the way, they need to leave behind
evidence of clarity while exuding confidence that the
marks they made are the only ones required to enlarge
the deeper narrative message.
This single pine tree motif could have been represented
more realistically. And yes, it could have been adorned
with an arc of typography, but instead it stands all
alone. In this simple minimal gesture the design carries
meaning and embodies the essence of its purpose. In
the end design becomes one with its subject matter.
What more could we, the viewer or consumer, ask for
than respect? Thank you. — rick valicenti

The singular form of the lone pine tree of the Ippon
Matsu Beer is clean and bold and easily discernible by
anyone on the planet. It immediately makes a brave
statement with a strong voice yet all in an unassuming wrap. The identity is thoughtfully coupled to a
tsunami devastated forest in Japan where all that is left
standing, quite factually, is one sentinel pine. Here in
this package is a symbol of standing resiliently alone,
but this pine is something that you can easily hold in
your hand and also share with others. The 650 ml clear
bottle with the flip top gasketed ceramic cap and thin
paper seal with the Japanese characters is all very practical and elegant and you can see by the color of the
beer that it’s a beer of a higher craft. The color palette
of white and black is perfect and doesn’t compete with
the beer inside. There were so many other logos and
identities in the competition that used all the colors of
the spectrum that this stood out from the rest by not
employing a rainbow. The fact that beer is my favorite
adult beverage perhaps had some sway on my taste
for this as the Best of Show, but the overall design and
style of this project won my heart. — greg benson

ippon matsu beer

by ippon matsu beer

Its purpose is to spread the message of charity, raise
awareness, and help those living in the aftermath
of the 2011 tsunami. All profits are donated to the
reconstruction efforts in Rikuzentakata, Japan.

“Ippon Matsu” means “one pine tree.” The design
process was mainly influenced by the story of
Rikuzentakata—out of an entire forest that once
lined its coast, only a single pine survived. The
concept was to incorporate this lone pine tree as a
symbol of strength and hope throughout the packaging design. Our solution was to simplify to the
purest form. We used one die cut in the shape of a
pine tree and no description of the product in order
to trigger the viewer’s curiosity and to differentiate
it from other commercial products.

brief To create a beer brand that represents the

message of hope and gets people to donate to
tsunami relief in Japan.

The messaging and design of Ippon Matsu Beer (IMB) has gotten us noticed on local and international levels. From
California to Korea to Norway to Brazil and beyond. Supporters are everywhere. IMB has been featured in online
publications for beer and design, and in a couple of design magazines, including Communication Arts. More recently,
TV Tokyo featured a story about IMB and an international distributor of alcoholic beverages has contacted us with
interest in contributing to our cause. Overall the attention we earned has resulted in donations and demand for IMB
reaching past our initial goals and expectations. — milos mihajlovic, head of communication of ippon matsu beer
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designer and
art director
kota kobayashi

copywriter
milos mihajlovic

photographer
emiliano granado

more on page 41

professional

logos

figures and
observations

268

17

6

11

submissions

16

u.s. clients

winners

6%

acceptance rate

international clients

6+94

2

most selections: fred+eric

While the previous year felt a little light on good logo work this year the
submissions were generally stronger but it still wasn’t enough to sway the judges
to make more selections. Once again, like last year, there was no logo that stood
on its own so strongly to deserve Best of Category recognition, and only three of
the winners ranked at five stars. Perhaps the second decade of the 2000s is simply
not meant to be a Golden Era of logo design?
No Best of Category was awarded

pastaria

by atomicdust

A family-oriented Italian restaurant in St. Louis, MO,
owned by three-time James Beard nominee Gerard
Craft. Pastaria has an accessible but unconventional
menu that appeals to kids, adults, and culinary
enthusiasts alike.

The logo needed to be a little playful, a little
handcrafted, but polished—just like Pastaria. The
logo’s red dot was inspired, simply, by pasta sauce.
Its slightly irregular shape calls back to its origins
as a splatter (rather than a circle). The pasta-like
typeface was hand-drawn by one of our designers.
It’s a logo that immediately communicates the
warmth and openness of Pastaria’s atmosphere.

brief Create a complete visual identity for Pastaria,
including the logo. Gerard’s passion and dynamic
understanding of St. Louis’s changing culinary landscape meant that Pastaria’s shape was still evolving,
making the project an interesting challenge. Partway
through our work, Eater magazine named Pastaria
one of the most anticipated restaurants of 2012
in the country. So the pressure was on to create
something bold and memorable that lived up to
that excitement.

At Pastaria, we serve serious food—fresh, handmade pastas and dishes made with locally sourced ingredients—
but we didn’t want that to be intimidating. We wanted everyone to feel welcome—families, kids, young couples.
The Pastaria logo that Atomicdust created sets the tone before guests even set foot inside the restaurant. It’s both
modern and nostalgic, handcrafted but polished. — gerard craft, chef owner of pastaria
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creative director
mike spakowski

designer
beth porter
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designer
travis brown

creative director
eric thoelke

woody guthrie center

by toky

A new Tulsa, OK, institution which celebrates
Woody Gunthrie’s life and legacy while educating
new generations about his role in American history.

We created a number of concepts, but always had
a secret hope that one particular logo would win
out. It did. The double “o” in Woody became the
base for Guthrie’s guitar, upon which he’d famously
hand-painted “This machine kills fascists.” The
mismatched woodtype evoked several things at
once: Woody’s name, the era in which he lived,
his folk idiom, and the Midwestern arts and crafts
traditions within which his art developed.

brief Develop a new brand identity that would
capture the complex spirit of Woody Guthrie. The
logo would be used inside a new museum devoted
to his life and work, and would need to work with
displays and installations already designed using
bold fonts and distressed textures.

We turned to TOKY Branding + Design for the creation of a logo that would appropriately reflect the aesthetic of
Woody Guthrie, as The Woody Guthrie Center itself does. We wanted a logo that conveyed Woody’s authenticity,
musicality, and a sense of fun that would appeal to all ages. The vintage handbill letterpress style provided a great
solution. The logo is unique, memorable, and it works extremely well across a variety of materials. — stanton
doyle, senior program officer of the george kaiser family foundation

världens minsta
skjortfabrik
Translated as “The World’s Smallest Shirt Factory”, the
factory produces all hand-made shirts. Additionally,
they allow customers to be involved in the design
of the shirt, with the ability to influence the fit and
sometimes even the final look.
brief To create a logo that is both classic and
clever. Something simple, almost like an icon. It
was important to consider the possibility of using
different print systems (like woven labels).

by borde
Since swedish words can be difficult to write—they
are long and normally hard to remember—the idea
was to reduce Världens Minsta Skjortfabrik into four
letters: VMSF. The needles were the perfect elements
to separate them, while providing the sewing and
custom-made feel for customers—everything is
black and white, no color was necessary.

Since all of our shirts are made in Sweden (not in China) the logo represents the custom-made experience we
deliver to our customers. Almost instantly the logo appeared to be exactly what we were looking for. In a beautiful
way it incorporates the cleanliness and precision the brand stands for. It has a classical feel to it, still it’s innovative
and interesting. Also, the look, shape, and style of it makes it easy to apply unto things such as tags and other
printed materials. Occasionally the logo itself, actually acts as a source of inspiration. — evelina blomgren, founder
of världens minsta skjortfabrik
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má pêche

by asher sarlin

One of four restaurants in New York, NY, from
Momofuku, a critically acclaimed restaurant group
by chef David Chang based in New York with
multiple locations in Australia and Toronto, Canada.
Momofuku has also produced several cookbooks,
and releases a quarterly journal with McSweeny’s
called Lucky Peach.

Upon researching the history of midtown
Manhattan, I found the Museum of Modern Art,
particularly in its heyday during the early and
mid-twentieth century, to be the perfect combination of creativity and sophistication to infer Má
Pêche’s identity. Referencing the block type of
early twentieth century primitivism, the minimal
color and shape combinations of Ellsworth Kelly
and Jean Arp, and the imperfect, tactile quality
of Andy Warhol’s silkscreens, my solution was
intended to marry the creativity and confidence of
David Chang with that of past artistic visionaries
celebrated in Midtown. Ultimately the Má Pêche
peach mark itself has been extended to general
Momofuku print and web branding.

brief Momofuku approached me to create an
identity for Má Pêche, their restaurant in the
Chambers Hotel in Midtown Manhattan. The goal
was to retain the brand’s minimal style while pushing it into a more creative and playful space within
the typically conservative context of Midtown.
Ultimately the creative brief extended to a refresh
of the iconic Momofuku peach, to be used on
future materials across their restaurants and general
branding (social, web, etc).

In our very first meeting with Asher, we narrowed down the visual identity of Má Pêche. His main goal was to
understand the ethos behind the restaurant, even though he already had a very strong understanding of what
Momofuku, as a company, and David Chang, the owner, were all about. We knew that we wanted to evoke the
era when midtown was the center of New York City and tap into the nostalgia of midtown’s heyday. From all
of this knowledge, Asher took influences from the Golden Era of midtown, and created a visual identity that we
would have never been able to come up with on our own. Through design, he helped us articulate and formulate
the identity of our restaurant. — sue chan, public relations and marketing of momofuku

playbook

by stu taylor

A sports team managing app that links directly to
its users’ Facebook account. Currently it’s a small
dedicated team that is passionate about creating an
app that blows away the competition and provides
a rich fun experience for their users.

The number one thing that influenced me was
the personalities of the Playbook crew. They’re
fun, friendly guys who enjoy winning their club
soccer game as much as grabbing beers afterwards.
I wanted that personality reflected in the identity.
Our final landing spot takes sports’ ubiquitous
symbolism of diagramming plays and mixes it with
an image everyone can relate to: a smiley face. The
big win of the mark was avoiding highlighting or
excluding any one sport. Also, renaming the app
Playbook helped reinforce its ties to Facebook.

brief Playbook had the beginnings of an identity,
but they knew it wasn’t representing them the way
they needed. So, we blew it up and started over,
including renaming the company. They kept emphasizing the social aspect of their app since it was
the only one on the market that connected directly
through Facebook. Ultimately, that is what set them
apart from their competitors. One major roadblock
we kept running into was how to represent a fun
experience as well as sports without being too
sport specific. Although many of the initial logos
were well received, Playbook was still worried users
would think their sport wasn’t an option in the app.

The design concept for Playbook as an app for amateur sports was to make the tone friendly, the branding and
user interface clean, and convey the simplicity of the app. The design flowed through a few iterations that helped
us discover the true identity of the project while the complexity was stripped out of the design to focus on the
initial guiding principles. The design process helped us think about the user through every step and we came to
a brand that clearly defines our purpose and tells a story to the user about what they can expect from our app.
— robert o’neill and john eastman, founders of playbook
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creative director
claude auchu

strategic planner
pénélope fournier

designer
serge côté

copywriter
sophie bordes

account services
catherine lanctôt
florence morin-laurin
johanna lessard
marion haimon

print production
lg2fabrique

f. ménard

by lg2boutique

A family business involved in the pork production
trade that was founded 50 years ago. F. Ménard has
over 1,000 employees and produces 20,000 hogs
a week, which makes it one of Quebec’s top pork
producers. F. Ménard exports most of its production
(65%) to several countries around the world.

The new logo of F. Ménard draws from tradition
and is inspired by the very first logo of this 50-yearold company, but displays a very modern look. The
new platform proves in one glance that, to guarantee
top quality meat, innovation truly is the company’s
top priority.

brief The mandate was manifold. By positioning
the brand—We innovate for quality, a family tradition—we combined the two major strong points of
the company: the capacity to innovate in order to
offer the best quality meat on the market, and the
safeguard of honesty-based family values handed
down by its founder. The agency reviewed the
architecture of the company’s brands, designed the
logo—including the logo for the butcher shop—and
created the brand’s platform for all the company’s
points of contact with its various target clientele.

First and foremost, F. Ménard’s new brand image generated a great sense of pride and belonging amongst
its 1,000 employees. A result that was of huge importance for us. The different target clientele as a whole—
consumers and commercial clients alike—reacted very positively to the new brand platform. If the trend continues,
the company’s sales are headed higher following this change in image. — luc ménard, owner and production
director of f. ménard

umami shop

by eldon kymson

A small boutique grocery located in Burgundy,
France. They offer Asian ingredients and recipes and
also hold regular cooking classes for locals. Their goal
is to provide an alternative eating lifestyle through
Asian cuisine, particularly through the discovery of
the fifth taste sensation: umami.

The process began with an audit of Asian ingredients, cooking and eating utensils, and serving wares
to find a more unique symbol. Many Asian cultures
utilize bowls to serve their foods while Europeans
often use plates. Furthermore, many Asian cultures
share their dishes while Europeans eat from their
individual plates. From this came the concept: a “U”
cleverly hidden within a minimalist bowl. The warm
orange invokes a friendly flavor. The logo reinforces
that Umami Shop is here to “share” knowledge of
Asian cuisine. Its minimalist nature and uniqueness
says clean, modern, and memorable.

brief The objective was to create a logo (and
brand) that strayed from the stereotypical style that
accompanies many existing Asian grocers—dragons,
chopsticks, hokey “fortune cookie” typefaces, and
the like. Also, as the client described it, many Asian
food stores in the country are seen in a negative
light; they are cluttered, unclean, and even unfriendly. The challenge was to design a marque that
was clever, minimal, clean, and welcoming. If this
was achieved, the marque would align with Umami
Shop’s vision: a clean and organized Asian grocery
with helpful and friendly staff.

Until we met Eldon, finding an original and strong conceptual thinker to build the Umami Shop brand and identity
was a big challenge for our startup. Our need was to develop a brand that was modern, inviting, innovative, and
provoked discussion. The logo needed to convey an alternative eating concept of savoriness and deliciousness with
a value-added retail business model. Eldon delivered us a logo that was just what we’d hoped for. The process was
smooth and collaborative. And with our new logo, the story of Umami Shop began: to eat and laugh, together.
— quyen duong, owner of umami shop
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port noonan yacht club

by ted perez +
associates

Having served as Ted Perez’s operations post and
primary watering hole during his short-lived tenure
as director of the ’68 Elihu Smails Regatta, it now
lives as a collection of apparel and accessories
inspired by Ted’s brief but unforgettable dalliances
in Nantucket, MA.

Our character is a younger depiction of the charter
member of The Port Noonan Yacht Club in a more
classic, fun, and cartoonish form. He adorns
the Captain’s cap as a symbol of experience and
allegiance to the Yacht Club. The character logo
was applied to stickers, labels, tags, and various
products within the collection.
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art director
and designer
alex rinker

creative director
taj tedrow

brief We have always been inspired by the classic
advertising characters of the 1940s and 50s and
wanted to create a character logo for our product
line at the Port Noonan Yacht Club. So we set out
to do just that.

For The Port Noonan Yacht Club style guide we needed an icon that conveyed the whimsy of the brand. We feel
Danny, our name for the illustration, speaks to and for the label’s light-hearted humor. Ahoy Polloi! — taj tedrow,
creative director of the port noonan yacht club

cargo vélo

by fred+eric

A Belgium-based bike messenger company that
specializes in heavy and big loads. To transport
those exceptional loads, they use different specialty
bikes designed to carry loads of up to 200 kilograms
(440.9 pounds).

For this logo, we didn’t want to go for the “all
organic, environmentally friendly” look, which is
typically associated with sustainable businesses. We
wanted to create a unique logo that would stand
out, be recognizable, and look very professional as
well. The final result is based on the idea of a puzzle
of building blocks. The blocks form the bike, the
load, and the bike messenger as well. The puzzle
idea also represents the flexibility of the bikes.

brief To design the new logo for his new business.
He wanted it to be clear that his company could
transport heavy loads. Also he wanted it to be clear
that his bikes are very flexible in piling up different
sizes and kinds of loads.

From the start, I was aware of the importance of a representative logo for my cargo-bike delivery service. During the
initial phases of the design, several concepts and drafts of logos were presented. Some interesting discussions with
FRED+ERIC led to the choice of a simple, yet very attractive logo, which is based on a tangram. This allows for the
logo to be built up in various ways, using the same blocks. The logo is pure, solid, and clearly expresses what Cargo
Vélo is all about: moving stuff, by bike, in a modular way. — sander vandenberghe, owner of cargo vélo
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designer and
concept developer
frederic lootens
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creative directors
mike rigby
chris maclean

design director
chris doyle

designers
andy yanto
eric ng

client director
david storey

sky new zealand

by interbrand sydney

As New Zealand’s biggest pay TV provider, they
offer a wide range of subscription content. While
Freeview, their competitor, provides less content but
as a free to air digital service. Sky’s research revealed
an opportunity existed for a new service that lived
between the two.

Igloo is a new family friendly pay-TV service from
SKY New Zealand, designed for people who would
not consider a full priced pay-TV package. Instead
of just creating a new logo, we created a series of
curious creatures called Igloo, who love to entertain!
The various logos can be personalized to fit the
channel or content they are supporting—from a
New Zealand All Black’s game to a Kiss concert.
The result is a memorable and humorous visual and
verbal motif, perfectly suited to the target audience.

brief Create a compelling logo for a brand new
digital television service that provides value for
families, and prepares households for the largest
migration of TV users in New Zealand history.

We are absolutely delighted with the work Interbrand Australia has done in creating Igloo. Now we have the challenge of ensuring the experience matches the promise. — chaz savage, chief executive of igloo

textil- und modedialog

by die wegmeister gmbh

Organized by the leading textile associations in
Germany, this is an annual convention for major
German fashion brands whose name translates to
Textile and Fashion Dialogue. The industry leaders
gather to present and discuss new advancements,
trends, and development methods relating to
textile and their field.

The act of individuals joining together in discussion
was seen as a metaphor for textile itself. This view
drove decisions of how to represent and combine
logo elements. The interchangeability of the logo
mirrors fashion and its permanent state of neverending transition. Depending on the background,
the “T” and “D” trade their colors to maintain the
proper reading order of “T” first, “M” and then “D”.
The logo debuted using cyan, magenta, and yellow,
but following years are encouraged to use new
color combinations.

brief Positive first year results justified the

Textil- und Modedialog’s existence and the value
of its continuation. Event organizers desired to
brand the experience to enable higher recognizability in years to come. Organizers also learned
the importance of removing their own logos from
Textil- und Modedialog logo applications as the
event was allowed to grow into its own being,
independent of funding organizations.

We wanted a logo that symbolized both textile and our new annual event. Since the moment the logo was
presented to us, we were glad we had chosen to give die wegmeister gmbh quite a bit of creative freedom from the
get-go. We happily approved and the following communication with them was fruitful and the process exciting as
the logo extended to brand the entire event. More than pleased that the logo surpassed our expectations, we were
excited to see its various iterations in its first year and look forward to seeing the colors evolve through following
events. — simone diebold, business administration of südwesttextil and pr of gesamtmasche
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creative director
nadine villani

designer
isaac roethe

idea vs. concept

graphic symbol
behaviour sample
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ap.art architecture

by francisco elias

A collective established in Lisbon, Portugal. This
group of architects focuses their efforts in developing
national and international contests. Their main goal
is to present innovative proposals based on a strong
conceptual component.

The identity reflects a house in a constant process of
construction and deconstruction. The project seeks
to reveal different ways of seeing the same problem.
The result is a dynamic and static identity. The work
aims to have equal force on the two states—static
and dynamic. On both states, an optical illusion is
one of the results of this process.

brief An identity that reflects the youthful spirit
of the collective by setting a static and dynamic
symbol reflecting the different views of each single
architect that contributes in the group project. The
work aims to have equal force on the two states—
static and dynamic. Minimalism and visual poetry is
the main premise.

Our goals were well defined from the start: achieve an assertive identity (architecture theme) through a minimalist
form and a poetic character. Other main concern was the static-dynamic duality, represented by the logo behavior.
Both actions were important to adapt to several supports. All the process was well conducted, in a clear and efficient
way and we are delighted with the final result of the identity designed by Francisco Elias. — andré francisco albino
novo and luís sáragga leal, owners of ap.art architecture

before

molitalia

by infinito

A grocery manufacturing company based in
Lima, Peru.

We gave a new life to the mill of Molitalia, making
it hip, friendly, and warm. We kept what makes the
brand recognizable, while allowing it to represent
the corporation in the future.

brief Founded in 1964, Molitalia had never renewed
their identity, and had also produced products under
the same trademark. The goal was to refresh and bring
their identity up to date, maintaining their equities
(the mill), and separate the corporation from the brand
they use in their products.

Molitalia is one of the most important companies in the Peruvian food industry. Through its almost 50 years of
history it has become a multi-brand and multi-category company. Due to the company’s growth it was necessary
to build and strengthen a brand identity that embraces all of its brands and, at the same time, communicate the
company’s seal and spirit. Infinito was a key partner in this project. They understood the values we pursued—
dynamism, nearness, modernity, and innovation—and they achieved an identity work that reflected them
neatly—we identify with it completely. — ricardo venegas, ceo of molitalia corporation
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designers
diego dávila
alfredo burga

creative director
alfredo burga

account manager
ximena maratuech

account director
claudia boggio
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executive creative
director
manuel pereira

design team director
pedro morgado

designer
sofia simões

sport zone

by santa fé associates

Sport Zone is the most important Portuguese
sportswear chain of shops with a network of stores
located in the country’s main shopping centers.
Offering a wide range of articles and equipment
from well known brands, Sport Zone has also been
building a strong portfolio of its own brand options.

A flexible and daring identity for a brand that wants
to conquer a very competitive market. A brand
which represents the thrill of the ride in each and
every product. Thus, and since every ride, as every
skater, is a different one, why not come up with a
flexible brand—one that offers you several image
possibilities? This was the idea behind this project—
creating a logo that adapts to children, teenagers,
and adults as well, because, in spite of their differences, they all have the same irreverence.

brief Create a brand directed to skaters and roller
skaters. A brand able to challenge famous international brands already established in a market where
both style and performance dictate people’s choices.

The skate market is a very special market, with a very specific target, that really values brands. Our main goal was
to create a brand that would be valued and proudly shown by the customer during their activity. This was how LOBU
was born—a free, dynamic, and young-spirited brand. These values are reflected in its design, in its flexible form as
well as in the colors of its appealing and practical products. — susana barros, business manager of sport zone

saskatoon public library by tap communications
A publicly funded library system serving the
city of Saskatoon, Canada, and its surrounding
communities. Through its eight local branches,
it provides a variety of materials, programming,
and services to approximately 222,000 residents
of all ages and ethnicities (2011 census).
brief Saskatoon Public Library (SPL) needed help

to increase branch usage and circulation of its materials. Our team was involved in an extensive research
process, determining that a new visual identity—
especially a new logo—was needed to bring life to
SPL’s brand. It was important to design a logo that
would escort SPL into the future of information
sharing. However, technology is changing so rapidly
that it’s impossible to predict what information will
look like in 50 years. The new look also needed to
respect the history of libraries in general, as well as
their position as a gathering place, a destination,
and a knowledge centre.

The logo’s primary symbols are books, with three
sizes representing different reading levels, as well
as the diversity of library-goers. The books are
abstracted to become pieces of a larger shape, a
sunburst. The book spines point inward, like arrows,
and the spaces become pathways. Both elements
lead to the centre circle, which is representational of
a gathering place and knowledge centre. The typeface used, Ubuntu, is an open source typeface which
is ideal for SPL as a public institution. It’s a font that
breaks down barriers, unifying people and language,
an example of what we envision the future of the
Saskatoon Public Library.

We were very happy with the overall design and internal engagement process, and we think our new logo is fresh,
dynamic, and contemporary. We wanted a fresh starting point and something that reflects the diversity, relevancy,
and vibrancy of the Library as we move into the next 100 years of our history. Saskatoon Public Library is very
much in the public eye, so the logo needed to appeal to many stakeholders, including our employees, our Board of
Trustees, and the Saskatoon public. It was approved unanimously by the Saskatoon Public Library Board, and it’s
been very well received by both our employees and our patrons. — zenon zuzak, director of libraries
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creative director
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art director
david melashenko

designers
alex whyte
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breanne seymour

copywriters
ray penner
pam cradock
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frederic lootens

blauwhuis

by fred+eric

A Belgian theater and film production house. The
name means “Blue House” and is the name of
the small castle where the company was based in
when they started.

I stayed clear and simple, by looking for a simple
logo that would be visually interesting. Instead of
making a logo with a blue house, I went for the suggestion of a blue house against a blue sky. Only a
cloud shows the silhouette of the top of the house.

brief Blauwhuis produces theater and films with
a focus on amazing their audience. Be it by using
visual effects, special use of camera techniques,
or through storytelling. The client wanted me to
design their new logo and gave me carte blanche,
as long as the logo would capture their vision.

Being a young production company that focuses on film, music, and theater, we wanted to find a clear image
to represent ourselves. Our belief in the power of suggestion was what we wanted to be reflected in our logo.
FRED+ERIC charmed us from the start by presenting the concept using a short animation, which, in all simplicity,
illustrated the power of suggestion and the dreamy air of our productions. We were mainly in contact with Fred
and we are looking forward to working together with this versatile duo for future projects. — jonas baeckeland,
co-founder of blauwhuis

shutterstock’s
pixels of fury
An innovative global e-commerce company and a
leading provider of stock photos, illustrations, and
footage. Shutterstock provides royalty-free content to
creative professionals worldwide, specializing in subscription products that are simple and user-friendly.
brief Create a mark that would allow different
AIGA chapters to “re-skin” and repurpose it in a way
that was reflective of their city. The client compared
their vision to that of the original MTV “M”, and the
flexible graphic treatments it received. The challenge
was essentially to create a blank canvas with a
unique form.

by jesse reed
Throughout all of the initial directions we used a
square, or pixel, as the structural base. To allow
each chapter the flexibility of manipulating the
mark without changing its form, it needed to
be more of a shape, rather than linear or purely
typographic. Although most people only see the
“P” as the mark, it actually came through creating
a P, O, and F within the same grid of pixels. The
ultimate form allowed designers to use the space
pictorially, texturally, or simply changing its color
palette to reflect their city’s personality.

When Shutterstock created “Shutterstock’s Pixels of Fury: A Live Creative Inspiration Tournament” with AIGA,
the national design organization, we reached out to Jesse Reed to design the identity for these exciting live
design competitions that would take place around the world. We needed a logo that could work locked-up with
Shutterstock’s core brand identity, but could also be adapted by local AIGA chapters for their local events. Jesse
delivered a versatile, pixelated “P” that could be localized by layering local imagery from Shutterstock’s vast collection into the “P,” and created a lockup wordmark that could be used with Shutterstock’s new brand identity.
It has since been used by ten local chapters, and will soon be launched internationally. — hani hong, director
of marketing and eric sams, art director of shutterstock, inc.
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international clients

This poor, misundersood category can’t seem to get enough love from judges year
after year. Even with a motion expert among them this time around, very little
seemed to strike them as engaging. For whatever it’s worth, we still feel this is most
entertaining category and we’ll keep trying to find a way to make it more judgefriendly as the work is always quite well executed.
No Best of Category was awarded

sky new zealand

by interbrand sydney

As New Zealand’s biggest pay TV provider, they
offer a wide range of subscription content. While
Freeview, their competitor, provides less content but
as a free to air digital service. Sky’s research revealed
an opportunity existed for a new service that lived
between the two.

Igloo is a new family friendly pay-TV service from
SKY New Zealand, designed for people who would
not consider a full priced pay-TV package. Rather
than focus on the technology, we created a new
species of curious creatures called Igloos. Igloos
are playful, social creatures that love to dress up,
play and interact with you and their fellow Igloos.
From the language they speak (Iglish) to the scenes
they love to reenact, the brand always strives to
entertain. The result is a memorable and humorous
visual and verbal system, perfectly suited to the
target audience.

brief Create a full visual and verbal identity for a

brand new digital television offering that provides
value for families, and prepares households for the
largest migration of TV users in New Zealand history.

We are absolutely delighted with the work Interbrand Australia has done in creating Igloo. Now we have the challenge of ensuring the experience matches the promise. — chaz savage, chief executive of igloo
see video at vimeo.com/album/2383524
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creative directors
mike rigby
chris maclean

design director
chris doyle

designers
andy yanto
eric ng

motion designers
mike tossetto
joao peres
anna brocklebank

writers
chris lamont
james cooper
chris doyle
mike rigby

strategist
dean christie

client director
david storey

tin can

by cooee

A Dutch production company that focuses on the
development and production of formats in the field
of television, branding, online, and events. They
believe that (branded) content is a base to develop
a subsequent format in order to make use of the
appropriate media.

As shown in the movie, the entire identity consists
of two basic elements that constitute the logo: basic
typography and four lines. Each line refers to one of
the four disciplines of their profession. These lines
became the main format for the entire identity and
are adaptable to different types of content and applications. For example typography, objects, interior,
and other applications. Resulting in an identity that
works as two- and three-dimensional, and can be
used time-based as in moving images.

brief Create a visual identity that represents

their vision and is unique from their competitors.
Besides that, the identity needed to be flexible
and applicable to the different media. They
wanted to have the identity represented as a
showcase video that shows the possibilities by
moving images. Parts of this video are now used
in some of their productions.
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designer
leon dijkstra

COOEE reduced the brand’s values and strategy to a very simple yet recognizable visual concept. The logo animation
helped TIN CAN to understand the almost limitless possibilities of the design. This resulted in an entrepreneurial
partnership between a young and promising designer and a young and ambitious company, with many creative ideas
already implemented. — dries poels, lennart pijnenborg, and sipke dijkstra, directors of tin can
see video at vimeo.com/album/2383524
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2012 was a strong year for this category with a lot of good work submitted and
selected. Simple, bold, and mosrly colorful projects with clear-cut concepts passed
through the judges’ flank. Ippon Matsu Beer’s rise to the top began here.
judges’ comments
on best of show and
category
more comments
on page 13

One of the biggest challenges in designing a brand
identity is to tell a story as succinctly and uniquely as
possible. Add heartwarming to this beautiful design.
I was in love with it at face value. The simplicity is
beautiful but so is the attention to detail in the overall
composition. When I read the story of the lone pine left
in a Japanese forest after the tsunami, it truly touched
my heart. We even all wanted to chose it as our own
judge’s pick initially but then decided to “spread the
wealth” around to other projects. — joe duffy

This solution was no more or less than it needed to be:
beautiful in its simplicity. The use of the single tree gave
the packaging a distinctive and meaningful icon, while
the handwritten label gave a poetic, Japanese touch.
Reading the story of the product made one understand
and appreciate these choices. But, at the end of the day,
the bottle made the beer look refreshing; it invited you
to drink it. And to keep the packaging. — karin fong

ippon matsu beer

by ippon matsu beer

Its purpose is to spread the message of charity, raise
awareness, and help those living in the aftermath
of the 2011 tsunami. All profits are donated to the
reconstruction efforts in Rikuzentakata, Japan.

“Ippon Matsu” means “one pine tree.” The design
process was mainly influenced by the story of
Rikuzentakata—out of an entire forest that once
lined its coast, only a single pine survived. The
concept was to incorporate this lone pine tree as a
symbol of strength and hope throughout the packaging design. Our solution was to simplify to the
purest form. We used one die cut in the shape of a
pine tree and no description of the product in order
to trigger the viewer’s curiosity and to differentiate
it from other commercial products.

brief To create a beer brand that represents the

message of hope and gets people to donate to
tsunami relief in Japan.

The messaging and design of Ippon Matsu Beer (IMB) has gotten us noticed on local and international levels.
From California to Korea to Norway to Brazil and beyond. Supporters are everywhere. IMB has been featured
in online publications for beer and design, and in a couple of design magazines, including Communication Arts.
More recently, TV Tokyo featured a story about IMB and an international distributor of alcoholic beverages has
contacted us with interest in contributing to our cause. Overall the attention we earned has resulted in donations
and demand for IMB reaching past our initial goals and expectations. — milos mihajlovic, head of communication of ippon matsu beer
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designer and
art director
kota kobayashi

copywriter
milos mihajlovic

photographer
emiliano granado

steve li

by re

An acupuncturist with outstanding skills—he cures
everything from tennis elbow to crippling back
problems, he’s that good.

By taking the idea of recommendations as a key
driver for his business, his approving customers give
him some of their business cards, to be re-used as
a physical sign of their endorsement. Each card is
punched through with his details and passed on to
potential new customers, showing that the business
card’s owner had received treatment by Steve Li,
and that they endorse his abilities.

brief His business is predominantly driven by

word of mouth. His customers will typically take
several business cards and hand them out to friends
as they preach his miracle work. Our challenge was
to help strengthen his current business, and build
further awareness.

Unfortunately our client passed away several months after the completion of the project. Steve was an amazing
person, a fantastic healer, and is a great loss to those who knew him. In regards to his rebrand, he was thrilled
about the outcome that he was more than happy for us to enter his project into design awards. Entering this piece
was a difficult decision, however considering how positive he was about the outcome, we feel comfortable he
would have supported our decision to promote the work. — jason little, creative director of re
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designers
erin hoffman
jason little

creative director
jason little

sugarpova

by red antler

A new line of gummy and sour candies from Maria
Sharapova, a fiercely competitive athlete who isn’t
afraid to embrace her sweet side. Looking ahead
to her future beyond the international tennis circuit,
she decided to launch a business that was purely
her own.

With graphic lips for every mood, we brought
personality and attitude to the candy itself. Our
visual use of pop colors and playful patterns was
matched with strategic messaging, art direction,
package design, photography, and an e-commerce
site (developed by Pixafy). Sugarpova’s branding
sets the tone as cute but fierce, bringing out the
playful side of a serious player.

brief We partnered with Maria Sharapova and

Dentsu to launch a premium yet affordable candy
line that reflects the fun, fashionable, and sweet
side of the international tennis sensation. The target
audience includes candy lovers of all ages, with a
bullseye on fashionable, fun-loving women aged
17 – 21 years old. The brand needed to be aspirational with the potential to ultimately expand into
other lifestyle categories.

Red Antler has far surpassed our expectations as a partner in branding and design. They helped bring Maria’s vision
to life through the brand design, packaging, website design, and production. Red Antler’s passionate dedication,
strategic design thinking, and collaborative process enabled us to hit the ground running right from launch. Today,
after ten very exciting months we continue to work with Red Antler as Sugarpova expands. — max eisenbud,
chief executive officer of sugarpova
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creative director
simon endres

art director
adam flanagan

designers
lauren sheldon
mike mcvicar

website
pixafy

copywriter
emily heyward

photographers
liz van hoene
clare ros

account manager
rachel higgins

jcpenney “flagged”

by mother new york

A chain of American mid-range department stores
based in Plano, TX. The company operates over
1,100 department stores in all 50 U.S. states.

For all the brands bringing manufacturing back
home, for all the new companies building their businesses right here, American products are still too hard
to find. Flagged is designed to pull American-made
brands together, to give them a special home, to offer
them a platform, to elevate their category, and to
give them a symbol that unites them as one. Born
directly from the jcp masterbrand logo, the Flagged
logo creates a heart, a checkmark, and an American
flag simultaneously. It’s a modern, iconic, and instantly recognizable symbol. Our Flagged logo is immediate and powerful in its ability to project a message of
American pride and, in time, a certification.

professional

Flagged was created to pull American-made brands together and provide a spotlight for them. I appreciated Mother’s
development approach to arrive at a design mark and visual world for Flagged. The process was thoughtful and disciplined, building off the Flagged brand attributes: honest, collaborative, purposeful, and optimistic. The goal was to be
distinctly American without telegraphing historic, distressed, or nostalgic. The design solution met these goals—bold
but not loud, proud but not patriotic. Through a minimalist and clean design aesthetic, Flagged emerged a modern,
fresh brand. — emily florio, senior director strategic marketing of jcpenney

art director

brief To build strategy, create naming, and

design a new symbol/identity for American-made
products to be sold throughout the entire jcpenney
department chain.
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creative director
michael ian kaye

design director
christian cervantes

writer
greg matson

brennan mcgrath

designer
chris rogers

strategist
daniel edmundson

mothers
aarti thiagarajan
julia shapiro

trüf

by trüf

A creative studio obsessed with designing better
brands. They create effective and elegant brand
design solutions for companies of all sizes, from
startups to start-overs. Through personal attention
and the highest design standards, they’ll create a
tailor-made solution to fit each individual need.

Moving away from the textured, Russian Constructivist look and more towards the Swiss, we distilled
our identity down to its purest form: der Umlaut.
The clean and simple “Ü” logo animates with bolts
to depict our philosophy of “Brand Attraction.”
Circles, dots, bolts, and the “Ü” motif reconfigure
into interlocking and repeat patterns creating a
set of twenty unique business cards that become a
conversation piece when handing out. Four unique
greeting cards are used to send clients hand-written
thank you notes. The full system reflects the idea of
“creative flexibility.”

brief After years of designing better brands for

everyone else, we felt it was time to better our own.
We wanted an identity which felt simple, clean,
polished, established, and that could showcase our
creative work in the best possible way.

After deciding to revamp our own identity and all of our materials, we approached the project the same way we
do with all of our clients. We filled out our “Help Us Help You” questionnaire to determine our goals, needs, target
market, and who we wanted to be now. By distilling our dated look down to its simplest form: the circle “Ü” and
creating a unique system of flexible designs. We’ve gotten an amazing response in the design community and an
increase in new clients. — adam goldberg, co-founder and creative director of trüf
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designers
adam goldberg
monika kehrer

yucun or inhabit
the desert
A project presented at the 13th International Architecture Exhibition, La Biennale di Venezia, from a
team of 20 Peruvian architects who have taken the
initiative in getting together to propose urban and
architectural dwelling strategies to tame the desert
landscape that reflect the millenary Moche legacy.
brief Develop the identity, environmental graph-

by infinito
The logo is based on the idea of an unfolded cube
with the word “PERU” enigmatically written in a
very similar style to the huaquetas. Also, the entire
graphics were based on a grid that unifies each
project without blurring their particular details. We
achieved the goal of explaining complex concepts in
a clear and didactic way.

ics, and information brochures for the Peruvian
installation. The architectural concept was based
in the necessity of creating an entire city in the
middle of the desert of northern Peru. Evoking
Moche craftsmen representing their ways of living
through ceramic models called “huacos all of the
firms came up with their projects of living in the
desert through “huaquetas” (from the Spanish word
“maquetas” (models) and the word “huaco” mixed
together) made out of clay of 20 × 20 × 20 cms.
We had to create a graphic solution that involved
all of the proposals and at the same time keep the
individual identity of each project.
The “Biennale di Architettura di Venezia” is one of the most important events in the architecture world. “Common
ground” was the title of the 2012 edition, where Peru had the privilege to participate with one exhibition crafted
by 20 Peruvian architecture offices. Infinito’s work was key to make the exhibition easy to interact with, through
a comprehensive design system that unified the twenty projects as if they were one. Visitors of the exhibition
were able to understand the meaning and purpose of the atelier’s work, based in a core binomial: the “huaqueta”
(ceramics that represented each architecture project) and the urban grid that escorted it. — enrique bonilla di
tolla, curator of the peruvian participation in la biennale di venezia 2012
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designers
franco zegovia
maria josé vargas
bianchi
alfredo burga

creative director
alfredo burga

account manager
eliza fernandez

account director
claudia boggio

west michigan center
for arts and technology by plenty
A Grand Rapids, MI, nonprofit whose mission is to give
opportunities for people to make positive economic
and social progress in their lives. WMCAT addresses
unemployment and high school achievement through
adult career training and teen arts programs.
brief The assignment was to design a new logo
and identity system that was more reflective of their
creative, student-centered organization. The client
felt that there was confusion about what WMCAT
meant or stood for and wanted an identity that
showed off their personality. Along with the logo,
we developed a stationery system, quarterly newsletter, postcards, and apparel. We included student
artwork in WMCAT’s identity materials to work as
conversation pieces and to showcase the kind of
work that comes from their students.

Since the previous logo was very technical and
corporate in feeling, we decided to approach
the challenge from the arts perspective. Starting
with inspiration from a wide variety of student
artwork, we boiled the wordmark down to simple
shapes and colors that would integrate well with
student work. The end result was a bold, vibrant,
and unifying element with a big personality. The
concept resonated with the client and how they
wanted their organization to be perceived by the
community and by prospective students.

The West Michigan Center for Arts and Technology approached Plenty with updating our logo and developing
new materials to better position us as an innovative social organization. The team at Plenty met these goals by
developing a new logo that infused color, movement, and identity. They then created letterhead and business
cards that include student artwork and developed a newsletter template. Feedback among our donors, students,
and community partners has been very positive. Our new look has gained recognition and aptly reflects our work
to leverage creativity to help people make social and economic progress in their lives and community. — louise
“punky” edison, development director of west michigan center for arts and technology
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creative director
gwen o’brien

designer
nicole la fave

all change

by magpie studio

Working to develop and promote the role of the
arts in society by bringing artists and communities
together to develop original and innovative arts
projects which promote artistic excellence and affect
positive change for individuals and communities.

The brand needed to be flexible enough to accommodate the different names and personalities of the
four artists’ responses. The solution is a logotype
that splits horizontally to allow the project title to
appear “in between” its two blocks. Thus creating a
flexible brand that works with any project title.

brief In Between is a collaboration between All
Change and four writers, artists, and photographers
who have worked with four identified communities
in North London to investigate the complex web of
personal relationships to spaces and places in the city.
Each artist created a visual or written response for
each project—all under the banner of In Between.

The development of the identity for our In Between project was very much a collaborative process. We wanted
a design that would reflect the nature of our work with artists in community settings which Magpie Studio
understood and responded to. The designs were refined and modified with input from the artists and participants
and the end products were well received by the mixed audience of professionals and community members of all
ages. We were very happy with the result; a collective identity for a diverse range of products. — suzanne lee,
artistic director of all change
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reative directors
david azurdia
ben christie
jamie ellul

designer
tim fellowes

global lives

by method, inc.

A nonprofit, volunteer-driven effort between filmmakers and translators to create and curate films that
capture 24 continuous hours in the life of individuals
from around the world, building a video library of
those life experiences. Their goal is to cultivate crosscultural empathy for a global audience.

Method created a playful mark and design system
using multicolored lines to represent different
regions and people across the globe. These lines
have the ability to morph into an infinite number
of possible shapes thanks to its flexible aesthetic.
Method developed interactive tools to add an additional level of flexibility for brand extensions and
iconography, pushing the brand to adapt into any
given context. The result is a dynamic design system
able to educate, inspire, and empower those who
interact with the Global Lives brand.

brief Global Lives approached Method to devise a

foundational design system that would communicate
the project’s core values of “diversity” and “connection”
while having the flexibility to translate itself into
different mediums seamlessly including web, video/
motion, and additional interactive applications.
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art director
and designer
derek kim

project manager
brendan pascoe

The brilliant team at Method gave us the red carpet treatment, starting with an incredibly thorough needs
assessment, interviewing us at length, studying our current website and other design pieces, and then presenting us
with dozens of case studies from other organizations to get a sense of what we liked. Their final products—which
included a completely new visual identity, website, and print pieces—have been life-changing for our organization.
Our funders and volunteers are complimenting and congratulating us incessantly and it feels not just like having a
whole new wardrobe, but more like having a whole new body to go with it. — dave harris, executive director
of global lives project
see additional video at vimeo.com/album/2383524

password 2012bnas

latin american design

by is creative studio

A platform organization that aims to promote Latin
American Design worldwide.

The logo represents that beautiful moment when
on a long brainstorming the great idea hits you like
lightning. For the brand colors we didn’t want to associate the brand to a single corporate color, we got
inspired on the multicolor feel of the psychedelic
tropical Cumbia—we think it reflects the strength
and vitality of the region.

brief To create a brand that can tell about the variety of cultures and colors that live in Latin American
countries and not identify with a specific country
itself. It has to represent the passion of the people
and its intensity in a fresh and strong way.

The main idea for Latin American Design (LAD) is to raise awareness and to build a united community of Latin
American designers creating a solid platform to share knowledge supporting educational endeavors. IS Creative
worked on all phases of design, creating a compelling case with all visual information from various countries
across diverse fields of study (design, art, literature, architecture, and gastronomy). The result is a powerful
graphic identity that accurately represents what Latin American design is and its great development—not only
economic but also cultural. — himi saito, director of latin american design
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art director
richars meza

design director
richars meza

designers
richars meza
isabella de cuppis
ewelina rosińska

breadshop

by wall-to-wall studios

A craft bakery located in Honolulu, HI. Owned and
operated by Christopher Sy, an artisanal bread maker
who bakes for a local audience—individual customers, and restaurants alike—that value the quality of
fresh regional food.

The concept is inspired by the idea of “terroir” which
defines how the geography, geology, and climate of
a certain place affects locally produced wine, coffee,
tea, or bread. Based on this notion that bread is
unique to its environment, the identity focuses on
the unique texture of Breadshop’s bread. The mark
for this brand is a series of bread loaves broken in half
to form a monogram, which also connotes the idea
of fellowship through “breaking bread.” The tagline
“Established Daily” is a witty nod to the freshness
and custom nature of the product.

brief Christopher, owner of Breadshop, needed an
identity system that showcased his unique product
and could be reproduced in cost-effective ways.
Budget was limited and due to the hand-crafted
nature of the product, identity items such as business cards and packaging needed to be able to be
reproduced in small quantities.

As a new micro-artisan bakery with extremely limited resources but absurdly high standards, Wall-to-Wall Studios
was faced with the difficult challenge of making us look more established than we actually are. Their solution emphasizes the hand-crafted nature of our product and unites its traditional and rustic qualities with the modern and
urban environment where Breadshop lives. “Established daily” is an excellent encapsulation of the constant, daily
stewardship that we believe is at the core of good baking. — christopher sy, owner of breadshop
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senior designer
scott na’auao

creative director
bernard uy

shanimal creative

by shanimal creative

A graphic designer and illustrator living in Lexington,
KY, searching for more freelance work and a step up
from his just-out-of-school, in-house design job.

I developed a dynamic system of characters within
a wordmark. The approach leaves me a lot of room
to experiment with different faces and illustrations
and has been a lot of fun to implement. I matched
the color to a common red Sharpie so that I can
get any pieces printed blank, without the face, and
can actually hand-draw the characters as needed.
Hopefully people notice that and get a kick out of
it but if all it does is keep it fresh and new for me,
it’s worth it.

brief My goal was to market myself to other

creatives and develop something that could be fun
while showing a little personality during networking situations. My career interests fall mainly into
illustration, typography, and identity design so I
wanted to (a) practice that and (b) try to show
some competency in those areas while ending up
with something that I myself could remain interested in for a healthy amount of time.

The response has been really positive so far. It’s been fun to see people react as I hand out business cards at happy
hour events or meet-and-greets. It seems like it makes an impression. It’s also given me a fun little mascot to rally
behind and show off my work—I’m not typically a strong self-promoter. — shannon adams, designer
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designer
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comprehensive identity programs

figures and
observations

160

13

6

7

submissions

66

u.s. clients

winners

8%

acceptance rate

international clients

8+92

2

most selections: moving brands

Both the judges and us could look at Comprehensive Identity Programs all day
long—designers have become very good at presenting large, complex projects and
the submitted “decks” all helped keep this category the strongest and most interesting
aspect of the Brand New Awards. This year’s Best of Category demonstrated that it
is not about an ad nauseam repetition of identity elements but an opportunity to
weave a visual narrative through each delivarable.
judges’ comments
on best of category

I’m always one for clever visual puns, especially when
they don’t come off as “cartoony.” Nine Suns does this
with wit and elegance, from the nine circles in the logotype to my favorite detail, the bar code. The identity
has contrast: striking graphics combined with organic
elements such as the brush painting and the wood box.
The name and identity gives the product a fable-like
appeal that hints at an Asian influence without being
stereotypical. — karin fong
This is another example of crafting a beautifully
designed identity based on a compelling story. The
wine category is rife with cliché graphics and so-called
“family stories.” This one stands out from all the rest,
while remaining true to the category norms at the
high end. Beautiful execution. — joe duffy

Like film looping through reels on a projector the
typeset of Nine Suns conveys a company identity that
will be discovered again and again, screening after
screening. Dark spheres rendered into a wordmark
that spells “9 suns” is also quite literally nine suns. The
subdued color palette will allow the more robust color
of the wine to take center stage once it’s poured, and
a shiny red cap integrated into the cork is a nice touch
and hints at what’s inside. A tiny archer icon poised at
the moment of release, his arrow pointed high into the
sky and his wide stance powerful and strong, signifies
the popping of the cork and protection from adversaries. As a finish, additional paper gift wrapping evokes
sun flares and solar eclipses that resonate with the logo
found on the label inside. In a world full of wine labels
this one will stand apart. — greg benson

nine suns

by landor associates

A new luxury winery in Napa Valley, CA. The product
of a Chinese family who had the ambition of
creating fine wines in the preeminent Pritchard
Hill region in St. Helena, CA. Due to the exclusive
and limited production, their wines are available to
registered members only, averaging $250 a bottle,
and also for on-premise high-end restaurants for
brand image purposes.

Nine Suns references an ancient Chinese legend
where ten suns took turns rising in the sky. When
they grew tired of the routine and decided to raise
all at once, lakes dried and crops perished. The
God of Archery was summoned to save the land.
He aimed. Nine suns fell, leaving the one needed
to keep heaven and earth in perfect balance. The
story and archery references the art and science
of wine making. The calligraphy, God of Archery,
and the three-legged sunbirds dress the brand in
mythical flair.

brief To name and develop the brand experience

for a new luxury winery that captures the appropriate wine cues from the category, while introducing
and honoring the Chinese heritage of the family in
a subtle and unexpected manner.

We had the ambition to create a super premium wine brand like no other. We wanted to make sure the brand was
relevant to the category but also addressed our Chinese heritage. Together with Landor we created the name Nine
Suns that immediately connected the brand to a well-known Chinese legend. We were very impressed with their
results as they broke category conventions. The breadth of the work gives us a story that we can continue to build
upon in the future. — wai chang, proprietor of nine suns
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executive
creative director
nicolas aparicio

senior designers
anastasia laksmi
junko maegawa

designer
oeun kwon

illustrators
filip yip
arthur foliard
photographer
michael friel

writers
ayo seligman
paisley schade
stephanie simo

production
jill imani

client managing
director
j.p. sabarots

f. ménard

by lg2boutique

A family business involved in the pork production
trade that was founded 50 years ago. F. Ménard has
over 1,000 employees and produces 20,000 hogs
a week, which makes it one of Quebec’s top pork
producers. F. Ménard exports most of its production
(65%) to several countries around the world.

The new logo of F. Ménard draws from tradition and
is inspired by the very first logo of this 50-year-old
company, but displays a very modern look. The new
platform proves in one glance that, to guarantee
top quality meat, innovation truly is the company’s
top priority.
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creative directors
claude auchu

brief The mandate was manifold. By positioning

the brand—We innovate for quality, a family tradition—we combined the two major strong points of
the company: the capacity to innovate in order to
offer the best quality meat on the market, and the
safeguard of honesty-based family values handed
down by its founder. The agency reviewed the
architecture of the company’s brands, designed the
logo—including the logo for the butcher shop—and
created the brand’s platform for all the company’s
points of contact with its various target clientele.

serge côté

First and foremost, F. Ménard’s new brand image generated a great sense of pride and belonging amongst
its 1,000 employees. A result that was of huge importance for us. The different target clientele as a whole—
consumers and commercial clients alike—reacted very positively to the new brand platform. If the trend continues,
the company’s sales are headed higher following this change in image. — luc ménard, owner and production

account services

strategic planner
pénélope fournier

designers
serge côté
andrée rouette

copywriter
sophie bordes

director of f. ménard

catherine lanctôt
florence morin-laurin
johanna lessard
marion haimon

print production
video production
simon lavoie
(stratimage)

lg2fabrique

photographer
martin girard

antron

by avenue

A global manufacturer of high-performance carpet
fiber for commercial applications.

We conducted an inside-out assessment of the
industry and identified Antron as the leading brand
in an increasingly unknown category—carpet fiber.
From that moment, the mission became “Make Fiber
Matter”. To communicate the brand visually, we
designed a new logo—the Antron “a”—to resemble
a single, fluid strand of carpet fiber. This inspired a
unifying theme across all products and marketing
materials. The “Uncommon Thread” wove together
the new brand and differentiated Antron from the
competition. From the business card and identity
guidelines, to the brand book and instructional
video, the entire system was designed to be communicative and user friendly.

brief At a pivotal time in its 40-year history,
Invista—a global manufacturer of fibers and fabrics—
approached us to revamp their commercial carpet
fiber business, Antron. The goal was to modernize
Antron to stand out in a high-end market and influence interior designers, carpet mill representatives,
and architects.

Avenue was selected by Invista to develop an updated brand identity for the Antron brand. The goal was to evolve
the brand identity and guidelines from highly technical, science-based to more easily understandable, simpler,
conversational with a more approachable persona. This change was necessary to ensure that we are reaching our
expanding, more dynamic target audience. Avenue expertly led this project through initiation, discovery and analysis,
concept development, testing, and final execution. The new identity was launched in June 2012 and has been very
well received in the marketplace. The leadership team at Invista is extremely pleased with the ongoing impact to
the business. — lisa connolly, senior brand manager of antron
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benevolent society

by designworks australia

Australia’s largest and oldest charity is a not-forprofit, non-religious organization. Its mission is
to support and advocate for personal and societal
change to create a fair society where everybody
thrives. The audience consists of the financial partners—those organizations it works with to deliver
its mission—and the public.

Strong Together was the brief and Strong Together
was the solution. The joining letters represent
the strength gained by working together, and the
intersections point to the change that can occur
through this strength. A broad color spectrum was
used to represent the underlying brand pillars of
hope, strength, love, wisdom, and belonging. These
created a bright and positive color expression. Super
graphics were created to help carry the color and
create a bold, impactful identity. The result was a
200-year-old charity that was relevant again in 2013,
as well as it reinvigorated staff and stakeholders.

brief Benevolent Society was turning 200 years

old and asked Designworks to make them relevant
in today’s market. The challenge was aligning a
broad group of stakeholders—each with long and
varied Benevolent Society relationships—around
one common purpose. And all in a way that modernized the brand. Following an extensive strategic
development phase that included workshops,
consumer research, online analysis, and stakeholder
engagement, the single unifying idea we created
was Strong Together.

With an underperforming brand, diverse offerings and a 200th birthday fast approaching, the challenge was to
create a clear, cut-through identity. A collaborative, six-month strategic brand review explored name, architecture, print and digital materials, and products. The result is a dynamic new vision and creative expression which
successfully captures and communicates Benevolent Society’s breadth, passion, and relevance. We are a catalyst
for positive change in people’s lives and in society. We’re about connecting people, families, and communities. We
believe our new brand identity brings this philosophy to life and is driving the transformation of our organization,
both inside and out. — anne hollonds, ceo of benevolent society
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creative director
derek samuel

senior designer
annika weis

AS WELL AS A DISTINCTIVE TONE OF VOICE, IGLOO HAS ITS OWN LANGUAGE
‘IGLISH’ CONSISTS OF ANY WORD CONTAINING A DOUBLE ‘O’

sky new zealand

by interbrand sydney

As New Zealand’s biggest pay TV provider, they
offer a wide range of subscription content. While
Freeview, their competitor, provides less content but
as a free to air digital service. Sky’s research revealed
an opportunity existed for a new service that lived
between the two.

Igloo is a new family friendly pay-TV service from
SKY New Zealand, designed for people who would
not consider a full priced pay-TV package. Rather
than focus on the technology, we created a new
species of curious creatures called Igloos. Igloos
are playful, social creatures that love to dress up,
play and interact with you and their fellow Igloos.
From the language they speak (Iglish) to the scenes
they love to reenact, the brand always strives to
entertain. The result is a memorable and humorous
visual and verbal system, perfectly suited to the
target audience.

brief Create a full visual and verbal identity for a

brand new digital television offering that provides
value for families, and prepares households for the
largest migration of TV users in New Zealand history.

We are absolutely delighted with the work Interbrand Australia has done in creating Igloo. Now we have the challenge of ensuring the experience matches the promise. — chaz savage, chief executive of igloo
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creative directors
mike rigby
chris maclean

design director
chris doyle

designers
andy yanto
eric ng

motion designers
mike tossetto
joao peres
anna brocklebank

writers
chris lamont
james cooper
chris doyle
mike rigby

strategist
dean christie

client director
david storey

don belisario

by infinito

A rotisserie chicken family chain of restaurants,
located in Lima, Peru. It is owned by NGRestaurants,
Intercorp’s gastronomic holding company.

We were inspired by the Peruvian plantations and
their bosses with numerous relatives, a common
figure from the colonial era, still familiar to the
contemporary Peruvian. We created “Don Belisario”
a rooster that represents the patriarch of the
plantation who inspires respect. We also created his
whole family, a bunch of aristocratic characters who
preside in every meal in the restaurant. A playful,
fun, and entertaining idea that gave us the chance
to generate multiple stories around the brand.

brief The challenge was to create a fun concept for

all ages and families that would stand out from the
market, already saturated with similar gastronomic
proposals. We came up with the name, visual identity,
and environmental graphics for the restaurant.

Local rotisserie chicken is a cultural icon for Peruvian families. By far the favorite local choice when dining out, we
took advantage of its huge popularity and decided to play with the experience of eating this meal. We had to reach
an exquisite balance between the playfulness we wanted to create with the brand and the tradition that involves
Peruvian rotisserie chicken, so it could still be recognized as familiar but with a fun accent that no other local
rotisserie chicken has. With Infinito we have achieved a playful and familiar experience and environment that is
conveyed by the brand’s key concepts.— ruben mazzini, corporate marketing manager of ngrestaurants
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designer
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illustrator
franco zegovia

creative director
alfredo burga

account manager
ximena maratuech

account director
claudia boggio

loveland aleworks

by manual

An independent microbrewery and tasting room
based in the small town of Loveland, CO. Their
range of small-batch beers are inspired by traditional
European and American craft beer styles. Being
a new brewery in town, their customer base is
predominantly locals and tourists.

The identity takes cues from Loveland’s past as a
railroad town, from the logo badge itself, to the
custom-designed tap handles based on nineteenthcentury railway signal levers. A central part of the
identity is a custom-designed typeface. A consideration was to marry the old with new, and bring
style into the brewery tasting room. We designed
the interior and exterior to exemplify the brewery’s
charm. Honest materials including raw plywood
posters, letterpress coasters, local reclaimed wood
furniture, and heavyweight iron-forged hanging sign
give visitors an immediate impression of Loveland
Aleworks’ passion for handmade craft.

brief Loveland Aleworks were entering a fairly

crowded market, with the Denver, CO, area being
the beer capital of the USA. There are numerous
other breweries in Loveland, but none that included
the name of the town. Our client wanted us to
acknowledge an aspect of the history of both the
town and the historic building that the brewery
occupies. They needed to stand out as a new voice
in beer. Friendly, modern, and honest, and with a
nod to history.

I never thought a brand identity could have such a positive effect on a small business. From the custom font, to the
innovative tap handles—Manual put so much thought, time, and craft into our branded materials—and it doesn’t
go unnoticed by our customers. Our letterpress beer mats are regularly stolen, and people have even inquired
about buying the plywood posters that hang on our walls. But more than anything, the branding feels like the
perfect expression of our personality. I can’t imagine it looking any other way. — nick callaway, owner and head
brewer of loveland aleworks
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creative director
tom crabtree

designers
tom crabtree
dante iniguez
eileen lee

project manager
patricia callaway

blackjet

by moving brands

Co-founded by Uber founder Garrett Camp and
with high-profile investors including Ashton
Kutcher, Will Smith, and Jay-Z, BlackJet launched
in 2013. The service allows a wider market of luxury
travelers to book individual seats on private planes
instantly, at the touch of an iPhone.

Our Assess and Define phases revealed that what
high-value consumers truly want is hurdle-free, instant gratification. Simply put they want what they
want when they want it. The identity we developed
for BlackJet is bold, confident, and elegant. The
“B” is abstracted, drawing directly from the design
direction’s concept of the fast, frictionless journey. It
takes the shape of wings, both in the positive space
created by the curves of the “B” and the negative
space, that reveals the sleek nose and wings of a
jet. A moody, sexy, monochromatic color palette
and contrasting, geometric font further advance the
personality of the brand and differentiate its identity
from its competitors

brief Moving Brands partnered with BlackJet to
create a brand identity and app that would forever
change long-entrenched perceptions of private jet
travel. We focused on developing a user experience
that contradicts everything you expect from the
frustrating, time-consuming chaos of commercial
travel—a frictionless, ultra simple user interface that
would feel intuitive in its navigation and comfortable in its use. It needed to be inherently sleek and
luxurious to attract its core market, but also needed
to enable secure high value transactions on a mobile
device, and convey trust and reliability.

BlackJet is all about building an aspirational brand. Moving Brands got that immediately and delivered pitch
perfect strategy for building Blackjet into a global brand. This is why Moving Brands has been a perfect partner.
— shervin pishevar, managing director of menlo ventures
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madefire

by moving brands

A digital publishing platform that reinvents visual
storytelling within a market long dominated by a
handful of major players. Their browser-based tool is
intuitive, helping creators develop their own stories,
and can be experienced through the immersive
Madefire app for iPad and iPhone.

Madefire was created as a truly moving world
identity, with every element of the identity system
specifically designed to appear more tactile and immersive when seen in the app’s native environment.
The core Madefire identity assets, including fonts,
color palette, and textures—pay homage to the
vernacular of traditional comic visual language. The
logo, built out of four circles, reads as an “M” and
feels book-like in its form, and comes to life through
animation and sound design. All the assets in the
system take cues from the logo using it as a red
thread to hold a tight system together—geometric
radii and sharp end points can be seen within the
icon set, button language, and user interface design.

brief Moving Brands began working with
Madefire at its inception, together defining their
purpose as, “A thrilling reading experience that’s
shared. Creators first.” Moving Brands worked
with the Madefire team to ensure this purpose and
the behaviors were at the heart of the strategy
and business model, brand, and identity, and all
the experiences they developed for the creator
and reader communities.

The support from Moving Brands has been huge. When you’re raising money you’re trying to tell the story and
the vision of the business. Articulating those things is Moving Brands’ craft, and we would’t have been funded if
the articulation had not been clear. You can not have that help early enough, and Moving Brands has intrinsically
been involved since year dot. They take digital as a given, and most creative partners don’t have a clue. Having a
multidisciplinary agency that is centered on vision is the most important thing. — ben wolstenholme, founder
and ceo of madefire
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shinsegae

by mucca design

With SSG Food Market, Shinsegae, South Korea’s
premier luxury department store, envisioned a
forward-thinking food emporium offering the
healthiest and highest quality foods in the nation.

To bring SSG Food Market to life, the Mucca team
collaborated closely with Shinsegae. We developed
an information-rich brand system to speak to a
demographic hungry for facts about food and
health. A focus on local suppliers and their stories
evokes the world of the farm, while custom stencil
typography, natural materials, and hand-applied
graphics convey a spontaneous energy and artisanal
spirit. Mucca covered a lot of ground to bring SSG
Food Market to life: a brand identity, departmental
signage, merchandising, wayfinding, iconography,
uniforms, retail packaging, private label packaging,
and a website.

brief In a marketplace of sterile grocery environments, our goal was to engage and entertain
customers through authentic culinary culture.

For the new concept food market in Seoul, Shinsegae Brand Strategy Team had collaborated with Mucca for its
brand identity. Mucca created farm and market inspired typography and imagery to enhance the shopping experience and created identity system with eco-conscious design mindset. With its successful launch in July 2012, SSG
Food Market continues to be the new standard for a lifestyle infused food market in Seoul, Korea. — boyoung lee,
vice president/creative director of brand strategy & integration of shinsegae
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creative director
matteo bologna

strategist
roberta ronsivalle

art director
andrea brown

interactive director
courtney heffernan

designers
kathleen scudder
yon joo choi
luke wilhelmi
jeeyoon rhee

interactive designer
josh eriksen

pastaria

by atomicdust

A family-oriented Italian restaurant in St. Louis, MO,
owned by three-time James Beard nominee Gerard
Craft. Pastaria has an accessible but unconventional
menu that appeals to kids, adults, and culinary
enthusiasts alike.

Pastaria’s kitchen is open to the dining room, so
anyone can watch the team work their magic. The
visual identity we created achieves the same openness and warmth. The pasta-like logo and whimsical
icons bring a sense of fun and accessibility to the
brand. We also created youthful illustrations,
including a three-wheeled delivery truck, children
enjoying pasta wrapped around oversized forks,
and anthropomorphized noodles (with names like
Gustavo Garganelli and Roberto Rigatoni). Additional materials included menus, to-go pizza boxes,
stickers, check holders, t-shirts, olive oil labels, and
wooden nickels that could be traded for gelato.

brief Create a complete visual identity for Pastaria.
We wanted our work to embody every aspect of
Gerard’s multi-dimensional vision, accounting for
the restaurant’s philosophy, its in-development
menu, and its space, which was still in the midst
of design and construction when we began the
project. Gerard’s passion and dynamic understanding of St. Louis’s changing culinary landscape
meant that Pastaria’s shape was still evolving.
From interior design tweaks, menu changes, and
signage-approval challenges, we had to be ready to
roll with the punches.

I wanted Pastaria to embody the charms of “old world” Italy. And all of Atomicdust’s identity work—from the check
holders to the window decals and gelato coins—is whimsical and surprising. It puts a fresh spin on traditional Italian
restaurant branding the same way that our menu puts a spin on classic recipes. Our customers have a sense of
what their Pastaria experience will be like before they even start eating. It heightens the anticipation and excitement.
— gerard craft, chef owner of pastaria
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creative director
mike spakowski

senior designer
katie werges

designer
beth porter

penguin books

by venturethree

A publisher of books, ebooks, and much more—
throughout the whole world and for people of
any age.

Through everything we were guided by two
overriding principles: Firstly, to balance bold new
expressions of the brand with a respect for its
history; and secondly, to make sure that every new
element added up to one clear, consistent voice.

brief Founded in 1935, Penguin invited us to

become part of their world-famous story by helping
them amplify their iconic brand in a rapidly changing digital age. As a company, Penguin is continually
dreaming up innovative new ideas and launching
them in new spaces, so they needed a visual identity
that could be more than just a logo (however brilliant
that logo may be). It needed to be flexible and
distinctive to stand out against new competitors,
whilst respecting the character and spirit that make
Penguin one of the world’s best loved brands. As
they put it: It’s time to free the bird.
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creatives
stuart jane
jason lowings
rob sherwood

strategist
david milson

Penguin is transforming into a new kind of publisher. The objective of the design brief was to amplify the Penguin
brand directly to consumers. venturethree’s approach to the brief shows a respect and sensitivity towards Penguin’s
incredible design heritage, while highlighting how the brand can be evolved within a digital age. venturethree are
highly complementary partners for Penguin—both businesses are democratic, collaborative, and highly creative.
The result of venturethree’s approach is creative work that genuinely enhances the Penguin brand; allowing consumers to discover Penguin in new and intriguing ways. — graham sim, creative director of penguin children’s
see additional video at vimeo.com/album/2383524
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richard photo lab

by matchstic

A quality-obsessed photography lab in Hollywood,
CA, that provides scanning, editing, and printing
services for the top film photographers in the world.

We interviewed twenty Richard Photo Lab clients
to determine current perceptions of the brand.
We performed marketing and competitive audits.
Our concept was to communicate the heart of a
photo lab that takes no shortcuts. Orange was used
both competitively and to convey a human quality. Full of craftsmanship and human artistry, the
rebrand focuses on the small intricate details and
uncompromising personality so central to the heart
of their culture and work. The solution achieved
immediate resonance with their audience—as was
evident via social media—and gained them new
clients in the process.

brief Richard Photo Lab came to us with a busi-

ness that had been growing for years, but had
recently been wrestling with how to better define
who they are and represent that to a nationwide
audience. Richard works with some of the top
film photographers in the country—and those top
photographers had begun to question the quality
of Richard’s work. Our challenge was to determine
if this was perception or reality, determine how to
close the perception gap, and then reintroduce a
focused and reinvigorated brand back to an audience
who knew them well.

Matchstic gave us our groove back. Initially we thought we could rebrand internally. We quickly learned branding
is not our specialty. Through this process, we were led through questions to get to our core. The result was an
astonishingly accurate depiction of us that still guides us daily. They exposed cracks in our foundation and before
the team left, we were starting the repair process. Customers felt the positive impact immediately, and the response
to the rebrand has been overwhelming. “Richard” used to be a guy that worked at the lab, now Richard has his true
identity. — angela marcaccio, marketing manager of richard photo lab
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art director
john bowles

designer
jonathan lawrence

brand strategist
dustin britt

project manager
becky o’mara
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international clients

Of all three years, this was the year that the judges were least excited about this
category and, to be honest, you can’t really fault them. Even the best guideline
documents feel like homework. Nonetheless, the three selected by the judges and
one salvaged by us prove that there is hope to create a beautiful and clear document that conveys the attitude of the brand.
No Best of Category was awarded

yg entertainment

by plus x

The leading entertainment company in Korea
that began as a small music agency established to
popularize hip hop music in 1996, but has become a
complete entertainment company spreading Korean
music and contents globally.

In close cooperation with Plus X and YG entertainment, the brand guide book was composed of the
“Brand story” that shares the brand spirit, values,
mission, and slogan. Additionally, “Design story”
contains design principles and guidelines to help
YG entertainment’s staff understand their brand’s
pursued direction and image. After that, we made
a renewal kit, including brand guide book, business
card, identification card, and office supplies for
internal branding purposes. We delivered it to all
employees of YG Entertainment, who will be the
ones to build the brand.

brief A brand is not complete with only its
logo, symbol, or graphic motive. The value of the
brand can be fully delivered to clients only if it
has a clear design strategy on how to be shown to
diverse media and consumer’s touch-points. We
not only designed brand identity elements, but
also established detailed criteria and methodology
for a consistent brand experience.
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faciliator
kyoungdong kim

creative directors
myungsup shin
seungwon huh
sabum byun

bx planner

The ultimate goal of the project was to establish guidelines. We tended to have weak branding at a company
level compared to strong branding in artist and contents. Therefore we wanted to have solid YG guidelines with
flexibility in artist and contents. Plus X perfectly provided us an answer and led us with expounding proposal.
We wanted YG to successfully continue to keep its strong brand image and reflect more future-oriented newness
in the logo at the same time, and Plus X surprised us in smart way. With respect, trust, and goodwill between
YG and Plus X, we could achieve a confident and permanent result. — lee younho, manager / future strategy
team of yg entertainment

euisun jung

bx designers
dongwoo lee
jiyoung yoon
jihoon kim
junhyuck chun
hyerim kim

ux planners
motion designers

jihye park

junggun park

yeonsu kim

junghyun lee

ui designers
hyojin park
eunock jun

bisqit

by bisqit

A branding agency based in London, UK, that creates
brands and brings them to life through memorable
experiences with a mix of strategists, designers,
and business experts, and supported by the deep
industry knowledge of their parent company
Hill+Knowlton Strategies—one of the world’s largest
communications agencies.

We were keen to produce a printed document as well
as a PDF. This demonstrated that we were placing
great importance on the content. Our design-savvy
audience meant copy could be straight-to-the-point
and demonstrate our playful tone of voice (although
the deliberately incorrect cover was continually corrected by our proof-reader!).

brief The guidelines are designed for use by our

own employees and external parties who collaborate
with us. In 2012 our team doubled in size, the
growth in head count began to make this vital.
Although we had our own identity, we had never
practiced what we preached to clients, i.e. formally
documenting standards in a guidelines document.
In our industry, we all know that obsessive attention to detail is as important as big picture creativity and that
everything counts when it comes to brand image. This little book has successfully conveyed a serious message to
the team without being too heavy-handed and projects our personality by remaining true to our sense of fun.
— karen porter, managing director of bisqit
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creati e director
matt cridland

design director
michail kowal

antron

by avenue

A global manufacturer of high-performance carpet
fiber for commercial applications.

We conducted an inside-out assessment of the
industry and identified Antron as the leading brand
in an increasingly unknown category—carpet fiber.
From that moment, the mission became “Make Fiber
Matter”. To communicate the brand visually, we
designed a new logo—the Antron “a”—to resemble
a single, fluid strand of carpet fiber. This inspired a
unifying theme across all products and marketing
materials. The “Uncommon Thread” wove together
the new brand and differentiated Antron from the
competition. From the business card and identity
guidelines, to the brand book and instructional
video, the entire system was designed to be communicative and user friendly.

brief At a pivotal time in its 40-year history,
Invista—a global manufacturer of fibers and fabrics—
approached us to revamp their commercial carpet
fiber business, Antron. The goal was to modernize
Antron to stand out in a high-end market and influence interior designers, carpet mill representatives,
and architects.

Avenue was selected by Invista to develop an updated brand identity for the Antron brand. The goal was to evolve
the brand identity and guidelines from highly technical, science-based to more easily understandable, simpler,
conversational with a more approachable persona. This change was necessary to ensure that we are reaching our
expanding, more dynamic target audience. Avenue expertly led this project through initiation, discovery and analysis,
concept development, testing, and final execution. The new identity was launched in June 2012 and has been very
well received in the marketplace. The leadership team at Invista is extremely pleased with the ongoing impact to
the business. — lisa connolly, senior brand manager of antron
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design director
nick wiesner

designer
ryan hammond
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most selections: magpie studio

This section—dubbed “Salvage” for its rescue-minded approach—presents selections
made solely by UnderConsideration of entries across all categories that the judges
did not choose for inclusion. We do this not to undermine the judges’ selections but
to complement them with what we think are appropriate inclusions that complete
the breadth of work done in 2012 and we feel all the work in this section deserves
an honorable mention.

new zealand antarctic
research institute
New Zealand Antarctic Research Institute (NZARI)
is a charitable trust—science research by bringing
scientists together to solve problems and uncover
the answers to big questions that matter to everyone.
As a charitable organization, NZARI is funded by
those who care about these issues.
brief Create a new identity for the New Zealand

Antarctic Research Institute. The primary goal was
to raise the profile and awareness of the institute’s
new scientific research based work in unlocking
the uncertainty of Antarctica’s impact on the
New Zealand coastline, fisheries, farming, and
building on the conservation work they have been
renowned for. Another key outcome was to attract
philanthropy from around the world to fund the
new research projects on Antarctica. To date the
project has raised $6.3 million.

by brr
We wanted to create a new identity to hero the
altruistic, world-leading work that NZARI does. We
developed the concept of “Earth’s white box” to
explain the relationship between Antarctica and our
planet, drawing parallels with the black box in an
aircraft. This sparked conversations about how the
information Antarctica holds is like an iceberg—only
revealing a small part of itself above the horizon
whilst concealing a greater part underwater. This
helped create the new identity, which is comprised
of simple, grid based graphic components that are
juxtaposed with organic, detailed photography of
the continent.

Antarctica New Zealand engaged BRR to develop a brand for NZARI. BRR brought several design concepts to us
before we landed on the logo that we now have. We were very happy with the resulting logo, as the innovative
representation of the iceberg symbolizes the amount of information we still don’t know about Antarctica. Given
the outcome, we feel our interaction with BRR was positive and rewarding. — ed butler, manager antarctic
programme planning of new zealand antarctic research institute
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contributors
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bookworld

by interbrand sydney

Bookworld was created by Pearson Australia (owners
of the Penguin Group). Bookworld took over the
digital assets of borders.com.au, one of Australia’s
largest online bookstores.

The new logotype features a simple and bold “B”
that is reminiscent of a book with the subtle “W”
designed to look like a bookmark. The logo is also
designed to open up in animation—much like a
book—revealing the magical world within.

mike rigby

design directors
chris doyle
ben miles

designers
joao peres
jefton sungkar
dan ingham
flicka davison

brief Build a compelling brand with a logo that
engaged current and future customers with the
idea that Bookworld is the place, “Where books
come from”. The logo needed to be as impactful as
possible, as Bookworld is one of the largest online
stores to launch in Australia in quite a while.

The launch is really exciting as we’re one of the biggest online stores to launch in Australia for some time. We believe
Interbrand’s innovative Citizen offer and strong advertising campaign will entice people to shop at Bookworld for
Christmas and beyond. — james webber, ceo of bookworld

mita chocolate co.

by moniker sf

Felipe and Manuela—a husband and wife team—
are artisan chocolate makers based in Bogota,
Colombia. They source beans from Venezuela, Peru,
Ecuador and, of course, Colombia to create their
amazing bean-to-bar chocolate.

We researched Colombian and pre-Colombian folk
art and zeroed in on the patterns and shapes we
found consistently throughout both. Using a linear
motif, reminiscent of Wayuu mochila bags, the logotype was drawn using simple shapes. This gave us
something legible that still felt unique and different
enough from a regular typeface.

brief Mita wanted a logo that referenced their
Colombian origin and roots but felt modern and
sophisticated. The challenge was to do this in a way
that felt authentic and wasn’t just appropriating
existing visuals.

We wanted a unique chocolate brand. Brent helped us organize our ideas into a common frame of reference and
supported the decision-making process. As we moved to deliverables, Brent was receptive to feedback, adjusting where
applicable but also having the professionalism to defend his vision and concepts when our own misdirection would be
detrimental to the end result. People are impressed. Our image communicates both a modern an artisanal look, which
is exactly our approach to craft fine chocolate: high quality cacao beans, modern techniques, and time-proven care
and dedication. — felipe jamarillo and manuela guzman, founders of mita
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creative directors
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chris wood

producer
louise oliver

4seven

by magpie studio

A new channel from Channel 4 that features the best
from Channel 4 in the last 7 days with a remit to integrate the increasing role of social media in television.

We arrived at the final solution through a great
deal of experimenting with the existing Channel 4
marque. Picking it apart, rebuilding in new ways,
then eventually setting on extruding the blocks to
create something new. The solution involves a “7”
hidden around the corner of the Channel 4 logo,
revealed as the viewer pans around the corner of the
logo. The channel was launched with a cohesive on
air package by 4Creative and ManVsMachine and
gained viewing figures of 45,000 unique viewers
per night in its first week.

brief Our brief was to create a logo that would
sit comfortably as part of the Channel 4 family
whist also communicating that this was something
new—a different way to view Channel 4. The biggest challenge was to create a new brand which was
still built from the same DNA as the existing iconic
Channel 4 marque. The objective was to create a
marque that communicated that this was Channel 4
with a new twist.

We wanted a new identity to launch 4seven, a brand new channel showing the best of Channel 4 from the last
seven days. The identity was a challenge because the Channel 4 brand had to be obvious and at the heart of the
identity but also have its own personality. We’ve worked with Magpie many times and their approach was spot on.
The result was simple, eye-catching, and communicated the product perfectly. — alice tonge, creative director
of 4creative

well rounded sound inc.

by hinterland

A boutique speaker company providing music
aficionados with the finest sound achievable in
the desktop domain using eco-friendly materials.
Speakers provide ultra fidelity performance that
will astonish with transparency, detail retrieval, and
immense musicality. Designed and manufactured
in the USA.

The choice of typeface and the container for the
mark were informed by the name of the product as
well as the industrial design of the speakers—round.
Conceptually it was all about sound as energy, and
vibration. The papers and inks are all eco-friendly
and recycled.

brief The client needed an identity design,

stationery system, web design, e-commerce design,
and photographic art direction. The challenge was
to create a design program that spoke to the handmade/eco-friendly quality of the product without
ignoring extreme detail in the engineering and
construction of the product.
The objective was to portray Well Rounded Sound Inc. in a dynamic and cohesive manner with a strategic focus
on the product itself but without being overly descriptive or analytical. Hinterland handled the process with a deft
hand, peeling the design elements layer by layer, exposing us to new ideas on many levels. The culmination of this
process is clearly visible and our company is showcased in an understated yet sophisticated way, highlighting our
ethos and our product. Hinterland provided the right balance of artistry and technical know-how. — jerry cmehil,
principal of well rounded sound inc.
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ee

by wolff olins

Established in 2010 as the parent company for
Orange and T-Mobile, Everything Everywhere is
the UK’s largest communications company, providing mobile and fixed-broadband communications
services to more than 27 million customers.

EE, the new network for your digital life, is brought
to life through the “Smart Layer”. The Smart Layer
is made up of a grid of particles—the tangible
expression of the network. They are the basis for
the core elements of the visual expression: the logo,
the typeface Nobblee, and iconography. They are
smart because they react and respond to the user
in useful ways.

brief In 2012 the UK mobile industry was facing

some big challenges. The market was disrupted
and commoditised, people were spending less, and
worst of all, they’d stopped caring about their
network. Everything Everywhere came to Wolff
Olins asking what an all-new, game-changing brand
could do. Together, we created EE. A brand to show
everyone in the UK how the magic of technology
can make the everyday better. If you ever thought
you couldn’t do this or couldn’t do that, with EE,
“Now You Can”.
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development team
steven day
spencer mchugh
ben spencer

motion language
wolff olins
thomas eberwein

development
and refinement
wolff olins
zeitguised
man versus machine

We set out to create a new, innovative brand with digital at its heart, and Wolff Olins was the perfect partner.
Their ambition and optimism for what this new brand could be certainly matched our own. In an incredibly short
timeframe we worked together to create EE, a brand that truly delivers on the idea “Now You Can” and brings the
magic of technology into the lives of people across the UK. Wolff Olins delivered on the brief and, more than that,
we had a great time working together. — ben spencer, head of brand management of ee

typeface
miles newlyn
wolff olins

brand film
wolff olins

see video at vimeo.com/album/2383524
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thomas bryant

the one off

archers’ mark

atl partners
saatchi & saatchi

btl partners
publicis chemistry

time based arts

ee live event
wrg
wolff olins

right media

by the nation

A big player in the online advertising industry, it is
part of Yahoo! They are a display advertising marketplace that is focused on the intersection of technology
and solutions for advertisers and agencies.

We liked the idea of making something simple out
of something so complex and we felt that the logo
design lent itself well to animation. Our solution was
to mimic the way the Right Media technology simplifies complex data and apply the same technique to
the logo animation. We achieved this by animating
an origami folding technique to refine the landscape
and resolve the logo.

brief After designing the logo for Right Media,

they asked us to animate it. Challenges were the
same as the challenges we had with the brand—the
animation should feel fresh and modern but without
losing any of the gravitas associated with the trusted
brand. It was also deemed important to keep a sense
of technology but not be overwhelmingly techie.
As well, precision and focus were key attributes to
convey throughout the animated graphics.

see video at vimeo.com/album/2383524
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channel [v] china

by co&co design strategy ltd.

A television channel from STAR China Media Limited
dedicated to all types of music programs for young
music lovers in China. They also hold notable music
awards every year that invite the most popular artists
in the region to attend.

Our concept was to use the simplest form in design:
geometric shapes, together with gradient colors,
as the base elements. We divided the programs
into five groups, where each group had a unique
primitive shape to represent it. In this way we could
speed up the creative processes in a more systematic
way and hence could work faster during the design
period. Our approach gave the channel a totally
united and identical look that unifies their broadcast
and online platform, which was different from the
fancier and diversified program packaging Channel
[V] China had before.

brief STAR China Media Limited commissioned us
to rebrand their 31 programs and promos in one tone
in order to cope with their need of expanding on-air
contents to their official website. They required a
simple and tidy design with united graphic style
that was less distracting to audiences in the smaller
screens of laptops. And the challenge was to finish
the project in a month’s time.

professional
animation

design director
kosby fu

motion graphic
designers
kosby fu
berry pang

producer
happy chan

We commissioned Co&Co Design Strategy Ltd. to design a brand new, on-air presentation for our renowned music
channel in order to cope with our need to integrate on-air and online look and feel. The solution Co&Co came up
with gained satisfaction among our management. The colorful, clean, and energetic design direction best matches
with the great variety of music content we provide to our young audience. Their proposal of using a more graphical approach also met our tight schedule for this project, but yet maintained the high quality of final products.
— hubert zhang, vice president of star china media limited
see video at vimeo.com/album/2383524
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al este de lima /
al’est du noveau
An annual festival of Eastern European films in
Lima, Peru and in Rouen, France developed by a
French movie lover with contacts in Europe. The
festival is essentially directed to a young, moviegoer
audience who likes a different, authentic, and
controversial type of cinema.
brief Create an identity for the festival to be used

through the years—that would work in Spanish and
French—and the promotional poster for its 2012
edition. The big difference in this edition versus
last year’s was the inclusion of a special category
dedicated to animated movies.

by infinito
For the logo we worked a simple solution that was
based on a projection with some typographic elements shown backwards capturing the personality of
the festival. As for the promotional poster, the idea
was to show the diversity of proposals—live action,
stop motion, and animation—and emotions that the
festival explores. We created two versions, one based
on anger and the other one based on surprise.

Since 2002, the “A l’Est, du Noveau” festival showcases French public films made in Central and Western Europe,
with one core idea: to pursue novelty. In 2008, “Al Este de Lima” festival was created with the spirit of its French
edition, but this time, to be showcased in Lima, Peru. The encounter with Infinito in 2012 was crucial for us.
Through graphic work, Infinito helped to strengthen our identity towards our public, following the medulla of
the festivals: the novelty. As a consequence, public attendance increased last year. — david duponchel, filmmaker
and festival promoter
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jackson gilmour

by magpie studio

A catering company that has been delivering exceptional food with outstanding service to its clients at
top venues all over London, UK, for over a decade.

Focusing on their unique offer as a chef-led
catering firm, we devised a brand language
reminiscent of cookery and recipes. Add a dollop
of typography inspired by copper pot hallmarks, a
twist of the diagrammatic language of family trees,
a tablespoon of very expensive print techniques,
heat at a high temperature, and you end up with a
chef-led, engaging, and high-end rebrand.

brief Jackson Gilmour is a family run, chef-led

and award-winning catering company. With a prestigious client list that includes Her Royal Highness
the Queen and a staff of chefs with more than
a few Michelin stars between them, they needed a
rebrand that expressed their offer as one of the
best in the business.

The Magpie Studio team took a thorough brief and allowed plenty of time to understand the nature of our organization and the industry we work in. They were tenacious in their creativity and remained committed to an original
approach even when their first attempts didn’t quite hit the mark with some of us. We are absolutely delighted
with the final result. The use of the copper metallic finish combined with a quirky, contemporary typeface has
given us genuine “stand-out” in the event catering industry. The link with vintage kitchenware and our Celtic roots
was inspired. The identity works brilliantly across all mediums and we have had a hugely positive response from
both clients and competitors. Changing a company identity is a challenging and time-consuming process, but the
Magpie team remained committed and upbeat throughout. We are now extremely proud to hand over our business
cards! — anne aitken, marketing director of jackson gilmour
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hilary’s

by ghost

A small boutique booth in Edmond, OK, that features
handmade items and curious goods.

The work for Hilary’s logo and graphic standard was
an incredibly fun and organic creative process. The
solution came through custom hand-drawn typography and craft-like paper. Finished off by hand-made
details and personalized stamps, Hilary’s stationery
is just about as unique and custom as it gets.

brief Hilary’s wanted to create a mark that accurately reflected the spirit of her booth and the goods
found within. Hilary Calkins wanted to stand apart
from her competitors with a visual identity that was
absolutely authentic.

When I came to Ghost, I wanted a brand that accurately reflected my vision for my boutique shop that offers
handmade goods and an eclectic inventory. One of the challenges I faced was my incredibly limited budget. I needed
a solution that was cost effective and attractive. Rubber stamps, grommets, and twine allow me to merchandise all
my goods without breaking the bank. The result is a brand, mark, and packaging that not only distinguish me from
my competitors, but has helped me increase awareness and improve sales dramatically. — hilary calkins, owner
of hilary’s
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kitsbow

by manual

Based in Marin, CA, they design and produce high
quality mountain bike apparel with a minimal
aesthetic and tailored details. Their products are
impeccably made and justifiably expensive. Their
target audience are passionate mountain bikers
who are happy spending money on the very best
quality gear.

We saw an opportunity to embrace the elegance
and tailored construction of their products. The
resulting marque has a level of craft and elegance
that paired perfectly with their product and brand
promise. The looping of the “K” brings associations
of tailored stitching, while also making reference to
the winding trails on which mountain bikers ride.
Introducing stripes into the mark allowed us to crop
the logo to provide a more sporty and dynamic
appearance when needed. We used extra thick card
stocks, varnishes, and foils to provide a sense of
tactility and substantial quality.

brief Frustrated by a lack of stylish apparel in

the mountain biking sector, Kitsbow’s founder set
out to create a new sort of company that makes
refined mountain biking apparel at a higher price
point. Our client was entering a sector where the
masculine grunge aesthetic reigns supreme. They
wanted to disrupt this and create a brand (and
accompanying visual identity) that echoed the
quality and craftsmanship that went into their
product. With an abstract name without meaning,
the challenge was designing an iconic mark that
carried the connotations the client was seeking.

The branding that Manual created perfectly encapsulated everything that Kitsbow stands for—craft, elegance,
boldness (have you seen our van?!), and attention to detail. Manual was involved in every aspect of our brand
launch, from the logo and icons, to the website and product photography. The feedback on our branding—the
logo in particular—has been overwhelmingly positive. Manual continues to work as our brand agency, and we look
forward to a long lasting working relationship with them. — zander nosler, founder and ceo of kitsbow
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air pacific

by futurebrand australia

The national airline of the Fiji Islands, in the heart
of the South Pacific, will return to their original
name of Fiji Airways in June 2013. The airline has
connected the South Pacific for over 60 years, while
servicing 15 cities in 10 countries. Their audience is
both local Fijians traveling overseas, and a diverse
range of global travelers seeking relaxation, holidays
of a lifetime, and some of the best scuba-diving in
the world.

Air Pacific brought us to Fiji where we saw first-hand
the prevalence, beauty, and respect that Fiji has for
tradition and its traditional Masi art—an ancient art
that embodies the spirit and stories of Fijian culture.
From there we partnered with Air Pacific and locally
renowned Fijian Masi Artist Makereta Matemosi to
create the new identity. The name change and new
livery design has been incredibly well received locally
in symbolizing a return of the airline to the country,
so that wherever the plane travels, it is a flying
billboard for Fiji.

brief Return a once regional airline back to the

people of Fiji. We were tasked with creating a
symbol that would stand out at some of the world’s
busiest international airports, a symbol that would
allow us to become the very best flying ambassador
that Fiji could ever have.

It was clear, beyond representing Fiji on the global stage, that our return to Fiji Airways needed to deliver long-term
benefits for the destination, the airline, and the region—delivering a truly authentic identity, one that showed the
depth of culture and natural diversity that Fiji and its 333 islands offers. Working with Makereta and FutureBrand
ensured we were able to retain the integrity, beauty, and meaning of one of Fiji’s richest art forms and apply this
successfully in a visual identity. Beyond lifting our profile, our identity system also serves to protect and nourish the
art form for future generations. — david green, senior marketing manager of air pacific
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world design capital
helsinki 2012
The World Design Capital is a city promotion project
celebrating the merits of design. Held biennially, it
seeks to highlight the accomplishments of cities that
are truly leveraging design as a tool to improve their
social, cultural, and economic climate throughout a
year-long program of design-related events.
brief After successfully completing the application
phase in 2009, Kokoro & Moi was invited to continue working with World Design Capital Helsinki
in 2012; brought in to develop the identity concept,
visual identity, communication design, advertising,
and several design projects from product to spatial
and interactive design. The main themes for the
WDC Helsinki 2012 year were Open City, Global
Responsibility, and Roots for New Growth. World
Design Capital Helsinki 2012 events, exhibitions,
and locations attracted nearly one million visitors.
2,800 events were organized throughout the year
and the program included 580 projects.

by kokoro & moi
The World Design Capital Helsinki 2012 visual identity
was built around the idea of openness. Citizens were
taken to the center of design and problem solving to
develop ideas and solutions further. The brand identity
featured hundreds of graphic interpretations of the
main themes (Open Helsinki—Embedding Design
in Life, Global Responsibility, and Roots for New
Growth), designed in Open Identity Workshops
by people from all ages, nationalities, and different
backgrounds. The identity changed its look across
mediums and events as more graphics fed in—it
represented the open source idea in the form of an
identity system.

The visual identity for the World Design Capital Helsinki 2012 project played a very important role, bringing the
project to life and making it visible among citizens and guests who visited Helsinki during 2012. Alongside the logo,
Kokoro & Moi created an identity based on the core messages in the strategy, which highlighted the idea of openness
and encouraged people to get involved in the development of their city. Kokoro & Moi created the “Open Identity
Workshop” concept where anybody could come to draw and give their input to the identity—these were a huge
success with hundreds of people attending. They were also a great way to tell people about the design capital project,
its strategy, and the goals. The identity was always evolving (like the city which is never finished) when more and
more illustrations from people were fed in. The visual identity succeeded with its vivid, colorful, and fresh look
and attitude, and was something else other than the clear and minimalist language of form that Finnish design is
known for. — mr. pekka timonen, executive director of world design capital helsinki 2012
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mc kitchen
Having opened in the Miami, FL, Design District
in November 2012, chef Dena Marino serves up
modern Italian organic food. It is rich, fresh,
and delicious.
brief The restaurant is modern, high-end, and

polished, but at its heart is an enormous and very
busy open kitchen. MC Kitchen is driven by contrast:
Miami/Italian, refined/rustic, modern/kitchen. The
identity system had to walk that same line.

by ocd | the original
champions of design
The tool kit is simple and straightforward. The
graphic language is entirely typographic. And the
color balance walks the Miami/Italian line; it’s both
warm and “hot.” Phase One deliverables included
menu books and menus, take-away bags, coasters,
corporate stationery, web layout, and uniforms.
Ongoing work includes expansion to Mercato, an
Italian-inspired marketplace bringing freshly-made
gourmet to-go items to the Design District.

OCD | The Original Champions of Design definitely met our goals and expectations! The design is superb; it fits our
personality as well as the design of the restaurant and the cuisine. OCD considers all aspects of the strategy in all
categories being created. The logo, stationery, menu books, signage, coasters, and even our to-go bags are incredible! We receive compliments daily. We will continue to grow our brand using OCD and cannot wait for the future!
— dena marino, chef and partner of mc kitchen
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madrid street art project by is creative studio
A non-profit association dedicated to support and
enjoy street art in the city of Madrid, Spain. Through
organizing various activities such as guided tours,
workshops, and exhibitions they want to encourage
citizens to enjoy urban art, and promote and support
its creators.
brief Create a graphic image for the Madrid Street

Art Project that promotes Madrid urban culture. The
city is their inspiration and workshop. The challenge
was to create a bold, clear logo and image avoiding
clichés of graffiti and hand-made work, and to create
an image that stands out from the artists’ work.

Street art is art, specifically visual art, developed in
public spaces—that is, “in the streets”, in this case
in the streets of Madrid. One of the goals of MSAP
is to be a guide to discover where the artist’s work is
located, and what it is trying to tell us. Our inspiration was simple: Madrid streets city maps and the
arrows of the streets showing us different directions.
All roads lead to street art.

We had spent months thinking and focusing all of our efforts in launching the Madrid Street Art Project, but
we were unable to imagine how to represent our brand graphically, even though we had a very clear idea what we
wanted and what would not work. We finally decided to contact IS Creative Studio to take responsibility for the
creation of our graphic identity. The day of the presentation of the graphic proposal, we couldn’t believe what
we were seeing, they had just captured the essence of the project so precisely it was amazing! We can certainly
say that that day MSAP was born. — diana prieto, director and founder of madrid street art project
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marymount university

by ologie

Located in Arlington, VA, the university has
grown from a two-year college for women into a
comprehensive coeducational Catholic university
serving approximately 3,600 undergraduate and
graduate students. It offers the benefits of both a
peaceful Washington D.C. suburb, and the excitement of the nation’s capital.

Ologie developed a bold manifesto to kick off the
brand evolution campaign. It served as a rallying cry
for internal audiences, and communicated to potential students and the D.C. metro area exactly who
Marymount is today. We then created guidelines
that give the internal communications team a strong
foundation for maintaining the brand going forward.

brief Our objectives for this engagement included:

• Brand Strategy: Create a clear definition of what
the Marymount brand stands for—one that’s
authentic to who Marymount is and relevant to
its target audience.
• Identity, Personality, and Voice: Evolve the Marymount brand visually and verbally to reinforce its
meaning and engage the target audience in
a consistent way.
• Brand Story: Develop a simple and compelling
story about what Marymount has to offer its
target audience and why they should care.
• Future Vision: Determine how the president’s strategic vision plays into the overall Marymount story.
Marymount University engaged Ologie to assist with a major rebranding project. The Ologie team helped us refine
and focus our messages and created a toolkit of graphic elements that reflect the exciting and dynamic place that
Marymount University is today. The toolkit includes a vibrant color palette, typefaces that combine readability
with impact, creative photo treatments, and supporting graphics that add texture and visual interest. Marymount’s
Office of University Communications is in the process of incorporating the new brand elements into the university’s
print and digital media. We are pleased with the outcome of this project and very appreciative of Ologie’s good
work. — shelley dutton, vice president for communications and marketing of marymount university
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most selections: school of visual arts (ny)

Even with an increase in submissions from last year’s 37, and a palatable rise in the
quality of work, only less than a dozen projects were selected. Due to the small
number of winners all student work is presented within this single section instead
of broken out by categories.
No Best of Category was awarded.

trailercakes

by amanda crumley

A cupcake bakery located in Dallas, TX, whose
goal is to always serve the best tasting cupcakes
you’ve ever had. They sell their cupcakes from
an airstream trailer around the city to individuals
and corporations.

I wanted to represent Trailercakes in a simpler and
cleaner way so I chose to take the idea of a cupcake
and airstream trailer and combined them into one
unique, eye-catching mark. My solution gave them
a new logo that was simple and dynamic while
representing them as a whole—it also enables them
to stand out from other bakeries.

brief Create a new logo for the client which best
encompassed and represented them as a whole. The
challenge was how to combine what they do, and
how they do it, into one simple yet dynamic logo.

With the growing rise of the food truck movement in Dallas, TX, there is some good, bad, and ugly design to be
found. Currently, Trailercakes would land somewhere between bad and ugly. Amanda’s solution gives the tasty
treat company a much needed boost with a well executed forced connection of the trailer and the cupcakes they
produce. It is my belief that Amanda’s logo solves the problem of communicating what the company does in a
quick and easy to understand way. I would consider this to be an example of a student performing at an elevated
professional level. — josh ege, instructor at texas a&m university-commerce
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la unión organization

by romas stukenberg

A Mexican citizen organization with 600 members
working to advance the social, economic, and
cultural rights of the neighborhood of Sunset Park
in Brooklyn, NY—one of New York City’s largest
Mexican immigrant neighborhoods.

Being the organization’s most concise claim, the
notion of “Unión” was predestined to become a
resonant wordmark that represents the community
as a whole. The wordmark’s interior was opened
to carry variable information, which payed tribute
to the individual participants and their cultural
backgrounds. The final symbol mirrors both Sunset
Park’s street blocks with their shared backyard interiors, as well as the way humans form organizations
by “sharing a common ethos” without losing their
individual cultural identity.

brief To gear the organization’s communication
tools towards bolder impact; strengthening self-confidence of the entire project and thus, facilitating
the acquisition of novel partners and participants.
To attenuate the organization’s “Mexican signature”
in order to unify the neighborhood’s entire ethnic
and cultural diversity and enable broader identification. And to make the organization’s efforts
tangible, to build communication tools accessible
for all participants.

Romas created a contextualized design proposal within an ongoing urban planning done by a multi-disciplinary design team of international students. Core to this process was comprising analysis, based on sociological and urban
investigation, carried out by the students. Thus, the design process didn’t start with a brief but with its formulation. Romas’ aim hereby was to strengthen La Unión’s organizational structure by establishing a symbol for social
cohesion, which embraces a maximum of cultural diversity while still being focused on common objectives such as
improving life quality in Sunset Park. — imke plinta and ruedi baur, instructors at university of arts geneva

gramercy bagels

by hee ra kim

A small bagel shop in the Gramercy neighborhood
in New York, NY. This shop is famous for their
soft bagels—they also sell sandwiches, pastries,
cookies, etc. Therefore, children and old people are
frequent clients.

First, determine the problems of its current branding.
Visit place, take pictures, and research the history.
What do they sell? What’s their story? Who are
their competitors? And create a mood board of
what I think it should feel like: colors, typefaces,
and materials. Think about who the audience will
be. Choose my favorite logo sketches and test them
on how they would extend to other surfaces. Make
refinements on a couple of chosen logos and start
applying it across the system. Refine design, and
flush out the entire system. Because the target
audience is children, I redesign it with their perspective in mind.

brief I picked one of the locations on 3rd Avenue
between 23rd Street and 14th Street in New York
and I redesigned the entire business.

The beauty about this identity system is its flexibility and playfulness. It works as a simple sticker in the packaging
all the way to a fun iPad game for kids. A bagel is like a blank canvas you can then start dressing up without getting
bored. — julia hoffmann, professor at school of visual arts
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grind

by matan yaniv

A fictional, horror-themed television channel.

In creating the style and form of Grind horror channel,
I searched for a visual and graphic art direction
that would appeal to both casual and hardcore fans
of the horror genre. I used an illustrated modern
design for the pictograms to represent the key characteristics and characters of the horror genre.

brief To come up with a complete animated identity

for a fictional TV channel.

Matan Yaniv’s Grind was a submission in the “Channel ID” course I teach at Shenkar. The task was to design an
identity packaging for a TV channel that includes a logo, interludes, schedule, ending loop transmissions, and
pop-up for the next program. I thought that the simplified vector animation of the horror characters was one of
a kind. Not only answering the brief but also giving it a unique and original interpretation. Dipped with humor,
clear design, sleek animation, and great soundtrack this was, without a doubt, one of the best submissions for this
course. — eran stern, instructor at shenkar college of design
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pure’s food
specialties, inc.
A third generation, family-owned and operated cookie
manufacturing company located in Chicago, IL.
brief I chose these cookie boxes from a 99-cent
store. My goals were first to repackage them while
thinking about my responsibility for the environment and, second, to make them look as if they
cost double the price.

by hee ra kim
First, I researched my subject within its industry,
while looking at their competitors. I did lots of
concept sketches and suggested materials and
colors. I built actual three-dimensional compositions
taking into consideration each side of the product,
and then I finalized my designs focusing on children
as my target audience—because they love cookies.
The final product utilizes illustrated cookie monsters
with die-cut mouths to reveal the cookies through
the monsters’ mouths.

The assignment was to pick any product from the 99-cent store and redesign it. Hee Ra’s approach completely
surprised me. She quickly understood the audience of her products: people that love cookies. Cookies are not only
for children, but they also remind you of childhood and fun times. Her monster mouth illustrations make her package not only stand out next to its competitors, but also have a life on its own afterwards. The reusable aspect of
packaging in today’s age is equally important. — julia hoffmann, professor at school of visual arts
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skin milk

by arlyn ramos

A bath and beauty product company focused on
natural, gentle skincare, and skin whitening. The
products are based on milk, historically used for
moisturizing skin. Based in California, it targets
25- to 40-year-old Filipino, Japanese, and Korean
women concerned about maintaining fair and
youthful skin.

The brand plays on milk and the idea of a relaxing
soak in the tub. Milk’s white color alludes to a
creamy complexion. The logo is a milk splash that
is also a bathtub. The packaging materials were
all chosen for their homely vintage feel. Pink was
chosen for femininity and browns for naturalness.
Other touches add to the feeling of comfort—warm
photography, hand-done type for the logo, handpainted argyle (to represent sweaters), and quilt-like
debossing on the business cards. Besides natural,
gentle skincare, Skin Milk is all about encouraging
women to take time out to treat themselves well.

brief Conceive a brand and develop its brand

identity. Create an identity system (logo, stationery,
packaging, and web design), that reflects the
brand’s persona. Balancing unity and variety across
the identity system was a challenge. We were
required to find and purchase three related items
to be packaged. It was important to find the right
items because their materials would affect the final
look and feel.

Arlyn Ramos presents a coherent, well-thought-out design strategy that’s beautifully executed. The logo concept
relates well to the beauty industry and the reference to milk’s white color draws on the whitening effects of the
products, specifically appealing to the target demographic. From the careful selection of product packaging and
soft color palette, to the hand-lettered type of the logo and hand-debossed business cards, every last detail evokes
the vintage and natural comforting feel of Skin Milk’s brand. The delicate design is kept strikingly simple to ensure
the brand remains fresh for many years to come. — ailed garcia, instructor at kapiolani community college
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gramercy bagels

by hee ra kim

A small bagel shop in the Gramercy neighborhood
in New York, NY. This shop is famous for their
soft bagels—they also sell sandwiches, pastries,
cookies, etc. Therefore, children and old people are
frequent clients.

First, determine the problems of its current branding.
Visit place, take pictures, and research the history.
What do they sell? What’s their story? Who are
their competitors? And create a mood board of
what I think it should feel like: colors, typefaces,
and materials. Think about who the audience will
be. Choose my favorite logo sketches and test them
on how they would extend to other surfaces. Make
refinements on a couple of chosen logos and start
applying it across the system. Refine design, and
flush out the entire system. Because the target
audience is children, I redesign it with their perspective in mind.

brief I picked one of the locations on 3rd Avenue
between 23rd Street and 14th Street in New York
and I redesigned the entire business.

You could order a million different combinations of bagels at a bagel shop (e.g. sesame bagel with cream cheese,
a plain bagel toasted with tomato, an everything bagel with… and so on). Bagels and their toppings are as diverse
as people. Hee Ra successfully expressed this in her designs, by literally dressing up the iconic shape of a bagel with
hats, facial hair, and glasses. A design that makes total sense, and is a lot of fun. — julia hoffmann, professor
at school of visual arts
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pennyfund inc.

by chan young park

A micro financing company that provides various
kinds of financial services to individuals running
small businesses.

I began with deep research into the field of micro
finance, examining names and mission statements of
other similar organizations prior to any actual design
work. This fine research led to the development of a
variety of names before the selection of Pennyfund.

brief Research, positioning, naming, and brand

development of a new concept in micro financing.

The mark is a wonderful play on the letters P and F ultimately forming the shape of a key. A powerful symbol
conveyed with restraint and simple elegance, along with the Pennyfund wordmark, set in the classic Garamond type
family gives the overall feeling of trust and strength without being overpowering. It is a brand system that has depth
and longevity. The support materials, stationery system, mobile app, and website carry the brand identity, typography,
and color system into new mediums and forms without losing any of its strength and integrity. Pennyfund is a fine
piece of concept, design, and applications with very high professional standards. — eric baker, professor at school
of visual arts
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the neon museum

by amber asay

Located in Las Vegas, NV, the museum features vintage signs from old casinos, hotels, and restaurants
dating back to the early 1900s. Their largest display
area is called the “Boneyard” with more than 150
neon signs. The Museum is a nonprofit organization
that was founded in 1996.

The logo as a stacked neon sign symbolizes connecting the old with the new. It’s consistently attached
to an edge to also support its identity as a sign.
Imagery is cropped to show a micro view of their
collections and acts as a teaser for what the neon
experience is all about. The scattered typography
treatments found in most applications are based
on the presentation of the signs in the Boneyard.
The smart phone app was also designed to inform
guests during their tour. All executions point back
to the unique experience Neon Museum offers.

brief Market the company as a long-standing,

successful museum, centered around the unique experience it has to offer guests. Their current audience
consists of locals and enthusiasts, but not always the
average Vegas tourist. After researching competitors, it was decided the company needed a stronger
presence around the strip along with a more modern
identity and marketing approach. Achieving this
through billboards, banner ads, and an interactive
tour app were a few of the initial proposals.
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The Neon Museum project evolved over several months of hard work. It began as something very literal and
became a beautiful strategy that was rooted in the viewer’s perception. Amber persisted until she was able to
achieve the right solution for the client. Through careful restraint, the imagery offers a glimpse of the overwhelming
spectacle that is Las Vegas. Rather than duplicating what the museum already had, she elevated the design
into a modern brand that a contemporary market can identify with. The concept is extremely effective because
each typographic nuance and photographic direction creates an emotional connection to the overall experience.
— adrian pulfer, instructor at brigham young university
see additional video at vimeo.com/album/2383524
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counter intuition

by katie king rumford

A Graphic Design MFA Thesis Project built around
a target audience of 20- and 30-somethings who
don’t know how to cook but want to learn. The
main goal was to excite, educate, and engage the
audience inside and outside of the kitchen.

My research and audience informed my design
process, constantly changing throughout the course
of the project. Initially my audience wanted printed
materials and books to learn to cook, while about
a year into the project that changed to wanting
to learn with interactive media. Thus my project
deliverables had to expand and change to fit my
audience’s needs. The designed solutions were
created to encourage people to get into the kitchen
(inspiration), educate them (once they’re in the
kitchen cooking), and lastly to engage them (to
keep them cooking and connect them to the larger
home cooking community).

brief As a visual problem solver I wanted to create
and design solutions to address and, ideally, reverse
the recent decline in home cooking among 20- and
30-somethings in America. Through my research I
found that the three major reasons for the lack of
cooking were: 1) fear of failure, 2) lack of knowledge
and 3) limited time available. With my audience in
mind I performed over a year of extensive research
to identify how they wanted to learn, what they
wanted to learn, and how best to address the three
reasons these people aren’t cooking.

Despite food’s integral role in our daily lives, Katie King Rumford was disconcerted by her generation’s fear of the
kitchen and subsequent inability to fend for themselves. She manages to address this problem squarely with her MFA
thesis project Counter Intuition. By building on a key insight that cooking is a participatory sport best enjoyed in the
company of friends, Katie has effectively utilized social media to encourage people to shed their inhibitions and jump
in. With its broad spread of media (print, video, online) she makes the best possible use of one’s virtual life—to
improve one’s actual life. — phil hamlett, director of graduate graphic design at academy of art university
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paper moon

by catherine renee dimalla

A boutique Chinese restaurant that pays homage to
the aesthetics of historical Chinatown and the misconceptions of Chinese culture propagated during the art
deco period. By day, the restaurant serves a dim sum
lunch service and by night, a blending of American
dishes constructed from Chinese ingredients.

The packaging designs seen in Chinatown today
are leftovers from post-war America where Chinese
facilities importing goods into the country were no
longer able to invest in new designs and have been
marketing the same basic packaging for over 70
years. The full logo references a traditional Chinese
banner and tassel with a layered look that reveals
a crescent moon. I approached the day menu as a
tactile hanging lantern to address dim sum as an
ordering process, and the evening service menu has
a more traditional format with a gold foil seal and
tassel. References to stereotypical fortune cookie
sayings are seen on the gift envelope and fortune
envelope which holds the patron’s bill.

brief The project involved creating a visually

engaging concept restaurant that provided a
challenging framework for a full scale identity
execution. My response was Paper Moon—the
name alone references a classic Harold Arlen song
from the time period and the glamorous misconceptions surrounding Chinese culture at the time.
Challenges included creating a logo system that
successfully married the illustrative and complex
visual systems of yesterday with modern tastes.
Additionally, it was a challenge to take a range of
ornate and vibrant visual elements and make them
visually cohesive.

This class project allows the student to self-author a restaurant and complete all the accompanying branding
for the experience. In Catherine’s case, the topic itself is very interesting and thoroughly thought out. The actual
design of the materials is no less thorough in its use of design elements: typography, paper, and color. The overall
final solution is a fully integrated and visceral experience. Her stunning solution exceeded typical expectations for
this project but what is not evident in the images is her exacting methodology and wide approach to the problem.
Simply stated: an enviable and beautiful piece of professionalism. — kent smith, instructor at western
washington university
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A judged competition organized by UnderConsideration, celebrating the best identity
work produced around the world during 2012. The BNAs reward the most successful
collaborations between a client and their designer, design firm, brand consultancy,
or internal creative team. A panel of five judges convened in Austin, TX, on March 22,
2013 to collectively select the 75 winning entries included in this book.
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for digital purchasing options — pdf or paywall website — and more information:
www.underconsideration.com/brandnewawards
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